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UNH carg o set for shut tle
By Dana Blake
A gamma ray observarory
designed by UNH personnel
will be launched inco space
aboard rhe space shuttle in April
1990.
The projecr's"ope rarion
ream" will include four UNH
fa cul ry n::iembers, John Lockwood, William Weber, George
Simpson and James Ryan.
"The gamma ray observatory
is one in a long line of prestigious satellite programs taken
underway here," said James
Ryan, a research associate professor anJ project director for
che gamma ray observatory.
"It'll be the biggest une to dare."
George Simpson, UNH faculty member involved in the
project, said the program will
bring UNH national and interc.riarional recognition.
"This is an important intercollegiate project," said Simpson. "It's on the forefront to the
ascro research."
Gamma rays are given off ar
excreme remperacures of more
rh ~,n 10 billion degrees centigrade, or one million rimes
honer than the sun. Such high
temperatures usually indicate
a nuclear reaction.
Pulsars, supernova remnants,
black holes, quazars, ceyferr
galaxies and the center of our
own galaxy all give off gamma
radiation and could be studies
with an observatory, according
to Ryan.
··rr·s ( studying gamma rays)
part of che venture of studying
astronomy," said Simpson, "Ir's
an aesthetic ex press ion, an

adventure of the culture in rhe
same way as arr."
Ryan and Simpson also said
the observatory bnngs practical
benefits to UNH.
"It will ·be an excellent training ground for grad students in
both physics and computer
sciences," said Ryan.
According ro Simpson, 58
percent of the federal grant
money supporting the program
goes ro rhe university for overhead charges.
"It already has brought several million dollars in contract ·
funds from the US government,
providing jobs for many local
people," said Simpson.
Simpson also added char rhe
employment oporruniries often
includes students.
"Students recieve lots of
practical experience," said Simpson.
An example of possible employment for students is software developement work for
students, according to Simpson.
The gamma ray observatory
will be mounted on a platform
w i ch _three ocher gamma ray
scanning devices from European
Institutes, according to Simpson.
"It measures the energy of
incoming gamma rays," said
Simpson, "Ir makes an image
of the incoming gamma rays."
According co R.yan, the sky
looks different when analyzed
at different wavelengths. In
addition co gamma rays, x-rays,
ultra-violet rays, optical waves,
infra-red waves, microwaves

and radio waves can be used to
"see" the sky.
"The things that are bright
at one wavelength are nor
necessarly bright at ochers," said
Ryan,"You have to do astronomy in as many electron radi. arion ranges as you can."
After being launched, data
from the gamma ray observarory will be collected "just down
the hall" in ,the' new science
building, said Ryan.
The project was brought to
UNH through the work of John
Lockwood and William Weber,
who had been doing research
in the area of gamma rays,
according co Simpson.
The gamma ray observarory
is currently being subcontracted
to TRW for work that will
prepare it for space flight,
including a "thermal vacuum
rest" that will test its performance under extreme temper.
atures, said Ryan.
"TRW is crying to get our
instrument ro work correcrly
in the context of the environment of the space craft," said
Ryan.
Testing is scheduled to continue until Ocrober when it will
be shipped to Cape Kennedy,
where the space shuttle will be
launched, according ro Ryan.
"Ir's part of the scientific
enterprise in which we try ro
understand all of nature," said
Simpson, "when we do that we
usually find there are tremendous payoffs in how we can
harness nature for man's benefit."

Smi th conf iden t of Tow er
By Elyse Decker
New Hampshire Congressman Bob Smith, speaking to an
audience in the MUB Wednesday night, said he believes John
Tower, President George Bush's
nomination for U.S. Defense
Secretary, will gain approval
from Congress.
But, as Smith states, "He will
be hurt by his reputation, drinking, womanizing."
Smith, who was an opponent .

of the congressional pay raise,
explained that some members
of Congress hoped to slide the
bill proposing a 51 percent pay
raise through without a recorded
vote.
Smith said he demanded the
vote that toppled the bill. He
added that he had received about
2000 letters from all over the
country supporting his actions.
When asked about his stand
on honoraria, a payment to a

professional person for services
for which no fee is set, Smith
explained that the money was
not taxpayer's money but the
money of lobbyists and business
groups. Smith's cited his income
from honoraria as $0; the lowest
0£ any Congressman. He was
not paid by his sponsor, the
Young Republicans, to appear
atUNH.
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WNHT having their time with Representative Bob Smith. (photo by Sharon Donovan) .

NH Governor Judd Gregg presented the state legisiature
hudget proposals this week. (file photo)

Gre gg prop oses
slas hed bud get
By R. Scott Nelson
Governor Judd Gregg's 199091 state budget proposal, presented to the New Hampshire
State Legislature Tuesday, contained one-half of the operating
budget increases requested by
the University System of New
Hampshire.
Gregg proposed an 11 percent
increase in funding over the
next two years for operating
costs of the University System
of NH (USNH), which includes
UNH, Keene State and Plymouth State. USNH had requested an increase of 22 percent for this period.
The operating budget, yet to
be approved by the legislature,
includes expenses necessary to
keep USNH running. These
costs include university employee salaries, departmental
support needs, and travelling
expenses.
Each of the University System
campuses had submitted budget
requests for their own needs,
which were consolidated as a
complete USNH proposal.
In testimony to the State
House Appropriations Committee Monday, prior to the Governor's proposal, UNH President Gordon Haaland said even
his i[!.itial budget request would
be inadequate to cover the needs
of this university.
"I would be remiss ... if, I did
not say that the resource needs
of UNH are greater than is
reflected in the current budget
request," Haaland said in his
address to the committee.
Haaland said, UNH is particularly in need of higher staff
and faculty salaries in order to
remain competitive with other
universities.
In a prepared statement released Tuesday, Chairperson of
USNH Cotton M. Cleveland
said he was pleased with Gregg's

budget proposal in the context
of the current state budget
deficit.
Cleveland said the governor's
operational funding appropriation to USNH represents a
commitment to the quality of
the state universities, and is a
"fair share" of the state's total
budget.
Gregg said, in his budget
message to the legislature, on
a percentage basis USNH is
receiving almost twice the increase in funding as the majority
of state government departments in 1990.
"This represents a strong
committment to the University
System relative to other state
agencies," Gregg said in a
transcipt of his address.
In addition to funding earmarked for USNH operations,
Gregg's proposal allots $13
million to the capital budget,
far short of the $26 million
requested by USNH.
The capital budget covers
repairs, renovations and construction of university buildings.
The $13 million total includes: $7 .5 million for a new
cultural arts center at Plymouth
State, $3 million for additions
and renovations to the library
and academic buildings at Keene
State, $1.9 million for the UNH
library and biological sciences
facility, and $600,000 for asbestos removal and handicapped
access for all three schools.
Although USNH received
only half of the capital funding
it requested, Cleveland said
Gregg's capital budget proposal
is fair.
"The Governor's proposal
honors his campaign pledge that
the University System's capital
budget would be among his top
priorities," Cleveland said. "We
BUDGET, page 9
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The .small woman behind the big voice at the T&C
By Sarah Minnoch
One of the first things you
hear when you enter downtown
Durham's Town and Campus
sto.r e is the distinctive voice of
Mary Simpson.
She looks up and smiles
graciously at the customer approaching the watch-filled glass
counter. "Could I help you sir?"
she asks.
A tall, large-bodied man places his item on the counter. Fivefoot-two-inch Mary pushes it
around until she finds the price
tag and says, "Eight ninety-five.
OK. Uh-huh," as she pushes the
keys on the cash register.
After the customer's Visa
clears a credit check, Mary hands
.over the bag and says goodbye
with "Very good. Thank you,
sir. Yes. Uh-huh."
Mary is a landmark figure in
Durham. She has been working
as a cashier at Town and Campus since 1957. Originally from
DeRitter, Louisiana, she likes
being in the college atmosphere.
"I enjoy working here on account of the students," she says.
Mary came ro Durham with
her qusband, Art Simpson. He
Mary Simpson has seen her share of patrons leave with a smile. (Elizabeth Moulton photo)
was born in Dover, raised in
· Durham, and brought Mary back suant soldier were standing.
Houghton's Hardware store,
in Durham, she started cashierwith him after his duty in the
In order to get out of her ing at a place called Notch Hall.
Town and Campus used to be
Air Force ended in Louisiana awkward situation, Mary point- It was the student union and
the hangout in those days.
in 1947.·
ed to Art and said, "There's my USO building located where the
The town was "dry" (no
Mary met him at a USO dance date!" She grabbed a hold of MUB now stands.
serving of alcohol allowed) and
in DeRitter. She explains that Art's arm and whispered to him
there weren't too many other
She worked there for 10 years.
early in the evening of ~he dance, to buy her a soda, saying she'd W,hen the hall was going to be
places to go, so people would
a friend had introduced her to explain later. The rest, as th~y torn down to build the MUB in
hang out in and a.round the
"Big Art" Simpson, a saxophone say, is history.
store.
195 7, th~ previou~ owner of
.
and clarinet player for the Air
Whenever people ask Art Town and Campus, Walter
Houghton says, "Mary must
Force band.
how he met Mary he says "over Dunfey, Sr., asked Mary if she'd
have waited on 1000 to 1500
Later that night, Mary was a five cent Coke!" After 44 years like ·to work for him. She said
people a day." She got into a
being wooed by someone she of happy marriage, Mary said "sure" and has been there ever
routine where she'd say "we
wanted .to avoid. She saw Big that Art te,lls her, "I lo.v e you since.,• , .
have ... ," desci;ibing each ite.r_n
Art walking down some stairs ' now more than lever did."
ringing it up in the register.
According to long-time,friend
nearby where 'She and the p~r~
When Mary and Art arrived p~c~_
' Pe?ple used to ,m ock her
~_?ug~ton,
owner
of
.
-

saying "we have" before putting
things on the counter to joke
around with her. Mary got to
know many names and faces
because of her routine, Houghton says.
Often Mary and her husband
will be out eating dinner when
someone will come up and ask
her, "Don't you work at Town
and Campus?" Art, being oh so
used to this scenario, usually
replies, "Oh no, not again!"
Mary will also see students
at the grocery store who say,
\ "What are you doing here?" She
simply tells them, "Once in a
while I do get out!"
The hardest part of Mary's
job is seeing alumni return. She
explains that she'll see them
come back for homecoming or
a visit to campus once. The next
~ime they have their children
with them. And, as she explains
by raising her hand to show the
change in height, the next time
the children have grown.
"It makes me feel old," she
says.
Being active is very important
to her. Hinting that she is
"around seventy," she can't
stand it when elderly people stay
home and gripe how "this hurts
and that hurts."
She thinks some people have
real problems, but others just
complain.
Now that Mary is semiretired, she has more time for
her favorite hobby - rug braiding. The 8 1/2 by 9 foot rug that
she donated to the Durham Day
Fair at the St. Thomas More
Church in Durham lastc December brought in $1,073 in
raffle ticket sales,
MARY, page9
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Burglar suffocates in
restaurant 's chimney
A would-be burglar died while trying to break
into a restaurant when he tried to shimmy down
the chimney, got stuck and suffocated, New York
police said.
The man was found Tuesday hanging over a grill,
with only his feet showing, at the Hamakom
restaurant, a mideastern and Israeli restaurant in
the Canarsie section of Brooklyn.
"I came in just like always, switched on the lights
and turned around," said owner Victor Bar. "I saw
these feet sticking out of the vent. It really scared
the hell out of me."
The man climbed into the chimney feet first,
with his hands up over his head, but got stuck about
10 feet down, his progress impeded by some fire
extinguisher lines, said Detective Jame~ Coleman.
An autopsy report was not complete, but officials
believe he was asphyxiated because the narrowness
of the passageway prevented his chest from
expanding.

Justice is sleepy
In Stockton, California a murder defendant is
seeking a new trial because the judge nodded off
in court. The defendant's attorney, Patrick Piggot,
was granted a March 20 hearing on the request
by Judge James Darrah of Superior Court who
admitted dozing at the trial. The defendant, Tab
Lee Bennett, 28 years old, was convicted Jan. 17
in a 1986 slaying. "Not many judges would admit
to falling asleep," Mr. Piggot said Tuesday.

Youth arrested for
carrying gun to school
Boscon School Police ar'rested a 17-year-old
Dorchester youth who brought a loaded 9mm
handgun to the Snowden International High School
Wednesday morning, Boston police said. The ninth
grade student at the school, Jose Matias of 40
Stanwood St., is charged with unlawful carrying
of a firearry and faces a year expulsion from the
public school system pending a hearing, according
to police and school officials. Authorities said Matias
was searched after the Boston School Department
received a-tip from Drop-a-Dime Inc.

Lasting damage from
Chernobyl ac(;ident
A. soaring rare of deformed animal births on a
farm more than 30 miles from Chernobyl has created
fears about lasting damage from the 1986 nuclear
accident, Moscow News said yesterday.
The weekly newspaper said the Communist Party
. secretary of Narodichsky district, n_e ar rhe rown
of Zhicomir, had also complained about human
health problems in the area, saying the cancer rate
had doubled.
Several Soviet reports have appeared recently
on the long-term effects of the explosion at the
Chernobyl power station, which killed 31 and spread
radioactivity across Europe.

. ._ . \

Hudson's former lover
awarded $14.5 million
Rock Hudson was guilty of "outrageous conduce~·
in concealing that he had AIDS from his homosexual
lover, a Los Angeles jury ruled Wednesday in
awarding the lover$ 14.5 million from the late actor's
estate. Marc Christian, 35, won $3.5 million more
than he had sought in the case. No similar case
has had a like result when the plaintiff has not·
developed AIDS. Hudson, a Hollywood leading
man who kept his homosexuality a closely guarded
secret, died Oct. 5, 1985, at age 58 a few months
after his battle with AIDS became public knowledge.
Christian, who smiled when the verdict was read,
has consistently tested negative for the AIDS virus,
but he claimed he was entitled co compensation
for the emotional distress he suffered in fear chat
he would develope the disease.

Teen sentenced for
computer fraud
A federal judge has sentenced a teen-ager to nine
months in .prison for capping inco US military
computers and copying highly sensitive computer
programs valued at $1.2 million. Herbert Zinn Jr.,
18, of Chicago, was also ordered Tuesday by US
District Judge Paul Plunkett to pay a $10,000 fine
and serve two and a half years' probation. Zinn
was 17 when he broke into computers at AT&T,
NATO and the Defense Department. His case is
one of the first ever brought under the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986.

\. I
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T-Hall with snow! A rare shot from this year's winter. (Sharon Donovan photo)

Welch lectures on AIDS

College students more susceptible
By R. Scott Nelson
Many people may think of
college as a sheltered environment, a haven where students
can find refuge from many
problems of the so-called "real
world."
AIDS is not one of those
problems college students can
hide from. In fact, college campuses may be one of the highest
risk centers of the disease.
According to Peter Welch,
health educator at UNH Health
Services, college students are
particularly liable to contracting
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome due to their sexual
behavior.
"College students, in general,
are more susceptible because _
they try different things and
have many different partners,"
Welch said. "College is a period
of high sexual exploration."
According to Welch, a recent
national study of colleges, which
included UNH, indicated three
of every 1000 college students
are carriers of the AIDS virus.
As a carrier, a person can
transmit the disease, but shows
no outward symptoms.
Welch added that one-fifth
of all current AIDS cases are
people who fall into the 20 to
29-year-old age bracket, which
includes many college students.
"The message is that college
students are at high risk," Welsh
said.
Welsh was unable to provide
numbers of students who have
been tested positive for the
AIDS virus at UNH for reasons
of confidentiality. According
to the New Hampshire AIDS
Hotline, however, a total of 96

cases of AIDS have been reported in the state of New Hampshire as of Feb. 1, 1989.
Welch said the fact that
someone can carry the AIDS
virus and manifest no.symptoms
is a deadly characteristic of the
disease. This, he said, allows the
AIDS virus to be spread unknowingly.
"What concerns me most is
that most people aren't changing their behaviors," Welch said.
"Most students who are infected
probably won't find out until
they get out of college, after they
may have transmitted it to
several others."
Welsh said the average AIDS
incubation time, which is the
period from initial infection
until actual symptoms appear,
is five years, and can be as long
as 15 years.
"The reason we' re in an AIDS
epidemic," Wekh added, "is
because people who have it don't
know they have it."
Welch said UNH Health
Services does confidential testing for the AIDS virus.
"AIDS testing is essential if
you' re in doubt, because actual
symptoms don't show up for
many years," Welch said.
Welch added that there is a
"window period" for the AIDS
vi_rus, from infection until a
positive test can be obtained,
«hich lasts from three to nine
months. He said anyone who
sus peers he or she has contracted
the disease should wait at least
six months and then have an
AIDS test before having sex
·
again.
According to Welch, heterosexual students should not feel

immune to AIDS. He said over
25 percent of those who have
AIDS or are carriers for AIDS
are heterosexual.
"Heterosexuals are the only
target group that are still increasing in numbers of cases,"
Welch said. "Their behavior has
not changed as much as the gay
population, where the infection
rate is now almost zero."
Most students at UNH are
AIDS, page 9

By Karen Hamilton
A bill was passed yesterday
in the New Hampshire state
Senate prohibiting a woman
under the age of 18 from receiving an abortion without parental
consent.
The bill, which was passed
by two votes, must now go
before the House before it
becomes a New Hampshire
state law.
The proposed law makes it
illegal for a teenager to have
an abortion without at least one
parent's signature on a notarized letter of. consent. If a
woman does not choose that
route, she may petition to a
probate court.
If the woman is found to be
mature enough to make her own
decision or if an abortion is
<learned by a judge to be in the
individual's best interest, then
the woman need . not have a
parent's signature.
According to Sue Bigonia, a
registered nurse at Health Services, a similar law in Massachusetts hasn't changed the
number of people having abortions, but has only placed an
obstacle in the way of women
choosing to have an abortion.
• "As far as I know no one has
been denied an abortion, it has
only made the process more
difficult," Bigonia said.
One of Bigonia's many jobs
at Health Services is to provide
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information and answer questions for women with unplanned pregnancies, and to
make sure their decision is well
thought out.
"I tell them what is available
to help th~m keep the baby and
stay in school," Bigonia said.
"We talk about all the possibilities; marriage, having the baby
and not getting married, having
the baby and ·n ot keeping it and
all other options."
Bigonia said there is no support from other students if a
student decides to have the baby.
"There is a lot of peer pressure not to have the baby. Other
students think (the woman) is
stupid if she does," Bigonia said.
Bigonia said, women have to
decide what is right for them,
to have the baby or to have an
abortion . •
"Sometimes they ask me what
I think they should do, but it's
not up to me. They have to
decide for themselves."
Much of the information
available for women helps them
consider all the possibilities and
ask .themselves questions.
A pamphlet printed by the
National Alliance of Optional
Parenthood, list questions a
woman with an unplanned
pregnancy must consider. They
include:
• What do I want out of life for
ABORTION, page 6

Advising center at Hood
By Katelyn Randall
Those long lines of undeclared freshmen and sophomores spilling into the halls of
Murkland Hall are a thing of
·
the past.
The University Advising Center has moved to more spacious
quarters in the basement of
Hood House, which was previously Health Services. The
· move took place on Feb. 9 and
the Advising Center was open
for business on Feb. 10.
Associate Professor of History Marc Schwarz said, "We
are very pleased. In Murkland
we were so cramp:~d, we really
needed more room. ··
According to Schwarz, the

Advising Center will give the
undeclared students plenty of
room.
"The students felt like they
were on an assembly line,"
Schwarz said. "It's also nicer
for the parents who come in."
Schwarz also noted that everyone has their own office so
there is not as much shuffling
around when they have an
appointment, as in Murkland.
A main objective of the University Advising Center is to
help undeclared freshmen and
sophomores choose a major.
"We want to get them thinking about the future and taking
classes that will fill requirements, and also class~s that will

help them explore majors,"
Schwarz said.
The Advising Ce_n ter helps
students make the transition
from high school to college and
to refer them to other services,
·
·
Schwarz said.
"It's important for the undeclared students to have an
office to help them," Schwarz
said. "When students have
chosen a major to enter; they
are given an advisor in their .
major."
The Advising Center also
helps students choose a major,
and to choose them realistically.
Schwarz added that the avADVISING, page 6

Police detain man
By Alex Berger
Durham Police arrested a
male for resisting detention
Monday night after receiving
a report of suspicious activity.
The unknown male was found
in possession of a UNH ID and
a driver's license not belonging
to him.
Captain Michael Golding of
the Durham Police Department
said the dispatcher received a
report saying that a man fitting
the description of the attacker
in last Friday's assauh near
Cowell Drive was standing on
Main Street.
Golding said the police re-

sponded to the call and approached the male who repeatedly walked away. The man
refused to talk to police, said
Golding.
After appearing in Durham
District Court, the man was sent
to Strafford Jail until his hearing
date or until he decided to talk
.
to police.
Golding said the man slightly
fit the description of the attacker, but police don't think
the two cases were related.
Golding said he didn't know
how the man obtained the ID
cards and would not comment
further.

The University Advising Center has found a new roof at Hood House. (photo Sharon Donovan)
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NT HE SP OT
Are you aware of "Sexua l Awaren ess Week?"

"No, If I am at the right place
at the right time I will attend,
· just as any other U.N.H. event.
But, I do think this particular
event is very important for the
student body's education."

"No, there should be more
publicity, I did not know about
it as an R.A."

''Yes, I plan to attend the
comedy show called, "Groinacology"(the sexual game show)
on Monday night."

Matt Mello

"No, but sex can be dangerous
and we should educate people
about it."
Steve Wyle

Beth Severino
Sophomore

Senior

Eric Wilson

Senior
Electrical Eng.

Poli. Sci.

Junior

H.M.P.

Electrical Eng.

SPRING BREAK EQUIPMENT
available at

HA YD EN
SPO RTS
under the Campus Game Center, ~ain St.
Arena
Swimwear

Monday

•

Well, 2 out of 3 ain't bad ! !

$2.00 small cheese pizza

I

We also carry:

Tuesday

$4.00 large cheese pizza

Rayban
Sunglasses

I

~

LOOK FOR OUR
e N GRAND OPENING GIVEAWAYS
T s
STARTING MARCH 1st

"eJ. $M q,M 0'-'« Jt Will, ~t 7~ Ww. qo,, .Ac.cilt"
From 5:00pm to Close

k
► ==s➔►-==x◄ ---------.;...---•►===c;c:=~◄

■

Brine, Baryshnikov (aerobicwear)
Converse, MacGregor, ~olds Gym,
Sporthi/1, Hogan
Racquetball & MORE !

.
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Reprodu ction examine d l'CALENDAR
By Mike Olliver
Medicine is not only used for
healing, but is also a means of
social and political control,
according to Gena Corea, who
spoke to a crowd of approximately 100 people in the Strafford Room Tuesday night.
Corea is a member of the
Female International Network
of Reproduction and Genetic
Engineering, and associate director of the Institute on Women and Technology. The title
of her lecture was "How the
New Reproductive Technologies Will Affect All Women."
She is the fourth of six speakers in the Saul O Sidore lecture
series entitled "World Health:
Critical Perspectives."
According to Margaret Crowley, professor of nursing at the
university, the series is designed
with the "intent to carry on
critical issues in the world's
health and critical perspectives."
Corea has written several
books, her most recent being
"The Mother Machine."
Corea spoke about women's
role in society as created by
members of the medical profession in the 19th century. They
believed women who did not
have children would become
mentally unbalanced.
They also concluded that
women should not perform paid
labor during menstruation, beca use it drained both their
physical and mental capacities,
Corea said.
Then, she spoke about the
20th century, an age she described as being under the "pharmocracy," rule by physicians,
i reference to Invitrofertilization(IVF).
IVF is a process by which the
egg is fertilized by the sperm
outside the womb, and then
inserted into the uterus. Ultimately, Corea claims, IVF will
be used by physicians to decide
which sperm mixes with which
egg.
Although the thought of
complete control in the genetic
field is only an ideology at the
present, she feels that its practice would be "morally irresponsible."
Among the pharmocrats Corea referred to were doctors
Richard Seed and Joseph
Fletcher.
Seed replaced embryos in
cows as early as 1970. He also
founded Fertility Genetics and
Research, Inc., which produced
the first flushed embryo in 1984.
She referred to Seed's gene
manipulation as a "phenomenal
change in human history," but
warned that "it would start out
therapeutically ... and later used
to transgress human evolution."
According to Corea, Dr.
Fletcher claims that the effects
of IVF are positive, and he said
it is "in no way the horror story
that people mah~ it out to be."

FRID~Y, FEBRUARY l 7
LAST - day co carry more than 20 credits (undergrad)
or 16 credits (grads) without a surcharge.
LAST - day to drop courses, or change

to

audit.

ARMY/NAVY SALE - NH Outing Club's annual
fundra1ser. Great prices on clothing and gear. Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 9 am to 5 pm.
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MuB, noon to 5
pm
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Fred Moseley (Colby
College, Economics), "U_flf,roduccive Labor and the Race
of Profit in the Post-WWII United States." Room 206,
McConnell, noon to 2 pm.
UNH THEATER - "Baby With the Bathwater." Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arcs, 8 pm.
DANCE -The Johnny C Band with Tommy Lee andJoanna
Green. In celebration of black history mooch, a blues and
soul review sponsored by Diversity Committee. Strafford
Room, MUB, 8-11 pm, students $3, general $5.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. Brooklyn, Field House, 2
p.m.
FASHION SHOW COMEDY- Campus stars depict a typical
day in the life of a UNH srudenr. -Strafford Room, MUB,
.
·
6p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. Siena. Field House, 7:30 p·.m.
~~;~:

Gena Corea spoke on new reproductive technologies and
affect on women last Tuesday. (Emily Kelemen photo)
Fletcher also said in 1974, that
"men had begun to take charge·
of their evolution." He also felt
that it was man's duty to take
control of his evolution, not
submit to it.
If IVF becomes more common than natural fertilization,
Corea said that she believes
"white males will be in charge
of reproductive technology, and
will tend to see birth defects as
an unmitigated disaster.
According to Corea, "our
(women's) own eggs will prove
to be as ineffective as our
intellects."
"Who will be the candidates
for IVF?" Corea asked.
She quoted Dr. Cecil Jacobson,
who in 1980 predicted that the
most common IVF users "are
going to be men with low sperm
counts."
She reinforced her attack on
the allegedly "male controlled"
process. The procedures are not
performed on the man, she
stressed, but on the woman they
marry.
With IVF Corea believes
"women are risking their own
future and their lives."
Corea pointed out what she
felt to be the drawbacks to the
IVF process, especially if it were
to become the norm.
"Our children will blame us
if we don't give them the best
genes," she claimed.
Additional drawbacks included the couples who would
become finicky about their
children's appearance and in-

tellect and also a woman's fear
that if she didn't use IVF, "her
child will be a living reminder ·
of her genetic inadequacy."
Corea denounced Eugenics,
an idc.ology that calls for the
improvement of the human
race. Proponents of the plan
seek to increase propogation
of "the fit," and decrease the
number of "the unfit."
"To be responsible and reject
low quality life is morally irresponsible," she proclaimed.
In perhaps the most poignant
criticism of pharmocrats, Corea
stated that if IVF were to
become a common practice, the.
world may have to broaden its ,
definition of avarice, justice and
arrogance, so that they may cake
on new meanings.
Avarice would come to mean
keeping of sperm or eggs for
our own personal use, justice
would mean having smaller
families, and arrogance would
refer to couples who have children resembling themselves,
Corea said.
"I wane people to look behind
the public image of the new
reproductive technology.... They' re going to bring
changes as profound as the
industrial revolution," Corea
/
said.
Corea urged people to get
involved in research concerning
IVF. She announced that the
Institute on Women and Technology would be accepting
members in ·t he fall of 1989.

UNH THEATER- "Baby With The Bathwater." Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arcs, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19
MUSO FILM- "Brewster McCloud." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING- Learn dances from
around the world. Teaching and request dancing; beginners
welcome, no partner necessary. Room 104, New Hampshire
Hall, 7:30-10 p.m., FREE.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20
SPANISH FILM SERIES- "El Cochecito." Room 110,
Murkland, 4 p.m., $1.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Killing us softly. Women, Advertising,
and Sexuality. Maine Lounge, Devine, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS- vs. U. Vermont, Field House,
7 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES- Prague Chamber Orchestra. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arcs, 8 p.m. Ticket information: 862-2290.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Sexuality After Aids. A personal
perspective. Smith Hall 9 p.m.
SEXUALITY WEEK- The Groinecology Game Show. With
Bill Guettel, STD nurse and sex educator, MUB Pub, 9 p.m.
1'UESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
STUDENT RECITAL #5- Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
·
1 p.m.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Who's Responsible for Birth Control?
The UNH Debate Team. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,
MUB, 1 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "Des Teufelsgeneral." Room
4, Horton, 6:45 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES- ... El Cochecito." Room 110,
,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY- vs. Boston University. Snively Aren'a,
7 p.m.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Homophobia Explored, with Cooper
Thompson, Camp:-iign to End Homophobia, Cambridge,
MA. Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Scale Roles and Tight Buns. Men,
sex, and advertising. 4A Christensen Hall, 9 p.m.
SEXUALITY WEEK- Sexuality after AIDS. A personal
perspective. Fairchild Hall, 9 p.m.
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OTICES
ACADEMIC
STUDY ABROAD WITH NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGE IN ENGLAND: Representative of N .E.
College will be on campus co speak with students
about studying abroad in Arundel, England. Monday,
February 20, outside Strafford Room, MUB, 11 :30
a.m. co 2 p.m.
PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP: Dr. Dennis
Meadows, Director, Policy and Socia.I Science
REsearch center, will lead students through rhe
steps necessary ro prepare a competitive research
award. All interested srudnecs and faculty are invited.
Monday, February 20, Room 42, Hamilton Smith,
7 pm.

GENERAL
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES AT UNH: Presentation and discussion of the Committee Report
co investigate rhe residential college concept for
the University of New Hampshire. Report published in January 26, 1989 Campus Journal and
February 3, 1989 in the New Hampshire. Monday,
February 20, 1989 McLaughlin Hall (Area I) 7:00
pm
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for chis
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 ro 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., call 862-2742 for an appointment.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-profit retail
and pre-order food store. Quality food at affordable
prices. Open Wednesdays, 4:30 co 7 p.m., Recreation
room, Hubbard Hall.
AUDITIONS FOR "THE TALE OF ARADAN
AND THEONE": UNH Theater and Dance spring
children's cheater production. Open auditions.
Sunday, February 19, 6 ro 8 p.m. and Monday,
February 20, 6.:30 ro 8:30 p.m., Room M-223, Paul
Arts.
THE SECRET WARRIORS: Sponsored by
PFO/Young Republicans. U .S. covert operations
as investigated by Steven Emerson (U.S. News
, . - and World Report). Independent information char
• lees you decide what was right and wrong. Thursday,
February 23, Strafford Room, MUB, students $1 ,
general $3.
OVEREA TERS ANONYMOUS: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.

ABORTION
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.

MEETINGS
CAMPUS GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL ALLIANCE NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING: Come f rnd
our who we are and what we. can offer you.
Confidentiality respected. Tuesday, February 21,
second floor, Conference Room, Health Services,
7 p.m.
COCA MEETINGS: Discuss issues on Central
America; Films! Speakers! New members always
welcome. Meetings every ocher Tuesday. Tuesday,
February 21, MUB, 7 p.m.
HOTEL SALES AND MARKETING ASSOCIATION: Chris Avery, a UNH graduate, will be
spc:aking on marketing segmentation. We'll be
planning for Governor's Invirariona1 ar Waterville
Valley, March 2. Wednesday, February 22, Coos
Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
ALLIANCE GENERAL MEETING: Topic TBA
(check Tuesday's paper for derails). Tuesday,
February 21, second floor, Conference Room, Health
Services, 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
Non-credit courses are free of charge .. Regisrer
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down ro
"OTHER SERVICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to rhe above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise scared.
EXCEL-PC (3 Sessions): This course teaches the
basics of using EXCEL, rhe powerful spreadsheet
program for MS-DOS 80286 and 802486 computers. Includes building, editing, and printing
spreadsheets. Prerequisite: MS-DOS or equivilenr
experience. Monday, February 20, Wednesday,
February 22 and Friday, February 24, from 9 am
co noon.
Advanced VMS-File Protecrion Seminar: In chis
seminar, the user will l~;i'rrr hdw to i'a if6r the
protection on VMS files' t~ control access usi-rrg
file protection codes and ACLs. Held in room 5
Hamilton Smith. Prerequisite: VAX/VMS or
equivalent experience. Prerequisite: none. Thursday,
February 23, from 12 :30 - 2:00.

GRADUATE NURSES, THE START
OF. YOUR NURSING CAREE_R
DOESN'T MEAN THE END OF
LEARNING.
At. Concord Hospital, we understand that the learning p r ~ does not stop upon graduation.
We pride ourselves on a strong individualized orientation program to help you make a
smooth transition from school to career.
We off~r graduate nurses the challenges that come along wit~ innovation such as our
also ~ffer xo~ the conf1denc~ that C<?~es along
computerized nursing system. We can _
with a comprehensive education system mclu~mg cl!mcal precept~rsh1p and chmcal Nurse
Specialists. Our ongoing support systems will continue the learning process throughout
your employment with us.
,
Full and part time opportunities for Graduate Nurses currently exist in Telemetry, Renal/U~,
Diabetes Cluster, Substance Abuse, Psychatric Services, Pediatrics and Orthopedics.

• APPLY EARLY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES.
• YOU ARE ALSO INVITED TO ATTEND
OUR OPEN HOUSE ON SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 26TH FROM 1:00PM TO
5:00PM. PLEASE CALL PERSONNEL
SERVICES FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Apply to Concord Hospital, Personnel
Services, 250 Pleasant Street, Concord,
NH 03301 (603) 225-2711, ext. 3700.

(continued from page 3)
myself?
use is happening but I don't
•What do I think is important? think it should be legalized,"
• Would I be willing to give up Rose said.
the freedom to do what I want
Experts have not been able
to do when I want to do it?
to agree on when a fetus is
• How would a child interfere considered a person or a fetus.
with my growth and developAccording to information
ment?
printed by The American Col• Would a child change my lege of Obstetricians and Gyeducational plans?
nocologists, abortion is the
Bigonia said the woman's removing or expelling of a
family situation is taken into developing fetus from a womconsideration when deciding an's uterus before the fetus is
whether or not the parents viable (able to live outside the
should be involved.
uterus). Ninety percent of abor"I had one woman (mother) tions, said the pamphlet, are
who flew from Greece. But in done in the first 12 weeks,.
· some families it is harmful," although some are done later.
Bigonia said.
Doctors measure the length of
Parents often are hurt if they pregnancy in weeks from the
eventually find out their daugh- first day of the last normal
ter went through an abortion menstrual period. Each year,
without confiding in them, about 1 1/2 million women have
Bigonia said.
abortions, said the pamphlet.
Women must take into conMa,rtindell said making aborsideration their health, future, tions illegal invades a woman 1s
emo~ional situation, family si- right to protect herself," Martuation and personal beliefs, tindell said.
when contemplating an aborGena Coprea, a journalist
tion. The Counseling Center in specializing in women's medSchofield house provides free icine, spoke last night in the
services for students to help MUB on how new reproductive
them cope with their mixed technologies will affect all womemotions and gives them some- en.
one to talk to, Bigonia said.
Corea's argument is that new
Abortion has also been a topic reproductive technologies deve:or discussion on the UNH loped to help infertile couples
campus as well as the state may lead to genetic engineering
legislature.
and gene pooling. The technolFour debate team members ogy may also leave women to
argued last Thursday night in believe, because there are other
the MUB as to whether Roe v. ways to insure a healty, more
Wade, the court decision ruling perfect, babies, women will
in favor of legal ~bortions, ultimately be made to feel
should be abolished.
inadequate, Corea said.
,
The panelists, Mike Rose,
Corea also said in the 19th
Dave Birnellie, Michele Mar- century medicine was not a \
tindell and Andrew Gamble, healing art by ·a form of social
raised the points on both sides control. Corea cited example_s
of the abortion issue.
of this social control such as th~,
Rose said there is no consis- theory menstruating women
tency in the law arguing that should not work, or that women
a man who kills a pregnant who don't marry and don't have
woman is arrested for two children may become mentally
murders and yet abortions are ill.
_illegal.
Corea agreed that abortion
Rose also rebutted the state- laws, forcing a woman to bring
ment made that abortions the pregnancy to term, are a
should be legal because women form of this social control on
will get them anyway.
women.
"We shouldn't consent to it
Corea said "it would be awful"
because it is happeni~g. Heroine if the la.w passes. ·

ADVISING
(continued from page 3)
erage student changes their
major three times before graduation.
"We are kept very busy here,"
Schwarz said.
The Advising Center tries to
explain the virtues of a Liberal
Arts major because of the diverse skills students can acquire,
Schwarz said.
The Advising Center also
works with transfer students
and students who are being re-

admitted.
According to Schwarz, they
work with transfer students to
help them choose a major quickly and also aid in choosing the
correct classes to fill requirements.
Schwarz enjoys the returning
students because they are, "more
serious and have worked somewhere, probably in a restaurant
or a store, and they value their
education more."
I
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Do you want to enter the high-po wered,
fast paced life of jour..:
nalism , where the
words you write can
make or break lives?
Well, maybe you
should work for the
Boston Globe.

TM

To Be A Winne r

New
Do you want to
gain valuable writing
•
experie
nce, have
~good time, and get
f paid simulta neously ?
T hen The New Hampshire is for you!

Just send us a photo of your most outrageous dare from the fun,
new DARE game. Your dare may win you ...
One ol three •989
Spring BreakVaeatlom lor lour worth Ss,ooo!

CIFRCUL IUES 1. • PIIICIIIIE ~ 11 liHIII 1111 IUIII Publicity Release) within 5 days of not1ficalion Of prize awards will be void. No
subsl1tutton 01 lrallsfer of prizes One prize per family 4. Contest open only 10

1'11111. To enter, mail a3".S' Of 4'Jl6" b&w Of colot (no sf ides) photo depicting a
dnfromfheDARE gane,togetherwithyoorprinllld~ona3·x s·card
to - ~ .._. C1111111,
Photoroostbell1e01iginalmofeatrantandnoti-bllenf)Ublished01publicly
displayed. One entry per _lope_ All entries must be recet'l9d by 3/1/89 Z.
Entries will be judged, frDfn among all eligllJle entries received, on 01 aooot 'J/1/~.
by PMC. an independent judging agercy, on the basis ol originality (0-30 points).
rele'iance to the DARE gane (0-40 points). C0fl1J()Sition (o-20 points), photo-

,.,.la ..,...,..,CT....

=ice:n;:J~=s~J~~::,~~ ~~Dfn~;!li~
closest to winners· residences, hotel for S nights, and related expenses up to a
maximum retail value of $5,<XXl Winners must sIon and return an Affidavit of
Ellg1bil1tyandUability/l'l,blicityRelease(andwinners'lravelcompanions,aTrave!/

US residents, 1801olderat~meolentry,exceptemployees(andtheirlarlllhes)
of Parker Brothers, rts affiliates, subsidiaries, agencies, and professional photographers Void whe!e prolublled Taxes are the sole responsibility of the
winners Not responsible lor illeligible, damaged, lost. late. misdirecied mail, or
returned prize notilicalions Entries become property ol sponsor with all rights,
including the right to edit, publish and use anyphoto without further considelalion Of payment to the contestant. No C01respondence, telel)llooe calls 01 othef

;:::S :U~\~~ g~~~~~~ed;!~~~ ::e : 1 : : i : ~:
and all decisions of the 1udges, whlCh arehnal. I. To obtain winners list, send

a sell-addressed. ~ envelope by 3/1/89 to: DARE Winners, PO Box

2925, Saugatucx Station, Westport, CT 06880

'6ii.oo-ii iiii ____ $1~50-REBATE-WHEN YOU BUY A DL-7 CAMERA
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IUhFujiDL-7camerabelweenJiln. 1, 1989and0.C.31 1989 Request
must be rlCIIVtd Jan. 30, 1990.
RECEIVE a $3.00 rebate in the mail.
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I
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each of the 3 packages of Fuji FIim, 24 or 36 exposures with the words
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St. Anselms location of job fair
By Shari Jaeger
the Job Referral Service of
Suit coats and ties, attache Manchester, a division of the
cases, appointment books and New Hampshire College and
Cross pens flooded the Carr University Council. The Job
Center at Saint Anselm College Referral Service, a federally
yesterday during Job Fair '89.
funded organization, is hired
One hundred thirteen com- by 13 colleges and universities
panies controlled the center as in the state, including UNH,
hundreds of representatives to help in job placement for
actively recruited the young, graduates, said Daryl Geham,
eager students. Visions of ca- coordinator of both Job Fair '89
reers at IBM, Wang, Mutual of and the Job Referral Service.
Omaha, and ,. Xerox, among
"I think the Fair is great,"
others, drew graduates and
senior
Plymouth State College
soon-to-be graduates to the fair.
1
Recruiting provides a fast and business major Penny Langley
easy way for companies to said. ''It lets you get firsthand
attract new employees. The experience and possibly practice
Connecticut Department of at interviewing with represenAdministrative Services hires tatives from majo_r compani~~-"
50-51 percent of their staff from
According to Anne Shields,
recruitment, according to Wil- from UNH Career Planning and
liam Stewart, recruitment and Placement Office, "The thing
counseling coordinator.
that's so great about the fair is
Foxmoor Speciality Stores , that there's something for evehires 10 percent of its manage- ryone."
ment team from recruiting,
She said people may choose
District S~les Manager Bill to treat it as a career information
Monahan firmly advocates the "sale" or to focus intently on
Job Fair and said, _"There's one company.
always a great turnout. Most of
Shields outlined a strategy for
the schools participate and the job lairs in ~hich the person
central Manchester location is "window shops" and casually
ideal for the fair."
picks up literature from various
Job Fair '89 js sponsored by booths.

She advises to " never ask
questions that you can read in
a brochure" and suggests returning a few times to ta_rgeted
companies. "Always follow up
on companies that you find
interesting, but don't come to
the fair expecting to get a job,"
said Shields.

Arr.old Schwarzenegger, Danny DeVito

"TWINS"
Leslie Nielson
Eves. 7:10, 9:15 Mats SAT, SUN, MON 1:00, 2:45

She is working on a new _one
right now and says, "I have
braided rugs in every corner of
my house!"
During the summer she does
volunteer work in the gift shop
at the Wentworth-Douglass
Hospital. What's the job? You
guessed it - a cashier!
"Mary is a very unique person.
She enjoys the students and
seems to enjoy her job 100
percent," says Jesse Gangwer,
owner of Town and Campus

2)

since 1960."
Mary says she likes "cuttin'
up with the kids."
And the feelings are mutual.
She has been serenaded and
given presents many times over
the years.
If you tell someone you had
just been at Town and Campus,
the person will usually ask,
"Was that woman with the voice
there? " referring to Mary's
distinctive pitch and mannerisms.

AIDS
(continued
aware of the dangers of AIDS,
although they are concerned to
various degrees.
A UNH sophomore, who
wished to remain anonymous,
said, "I always use condoms now.
I used to be worried about
getting girls pregnant, but now

from page 3)
I'm more worried about catching
AIDS."
Welch said, "There's something about being young, alive,
and immortal that makes you
think you cannot get a sexually
transmitted disease like AIDS,
like you will never die."

BUDGET
(continued from page 1)
are most grateful for his support."
Dr. George Kinnear, executive vice president of UNH, said
the university administration,
due to the spending freeze UNH
has already endured, is fairly
satisfied with Governor Gregg's
budget proposal.
· "This proposal is far better
than we'd expected two weeks

ago," Kinnear said.
Dr. Alan Prince, finance and
administration consultant to
UNH President Gordon Haaland, agreed that Gregg's proposal will be workable for the
university.
"It's not everything we wanted," Prince said, " but it can
certainly be lived with."

Letters to the Editor
must not exceed 2 to 3
double-spaced typed pages.
and
must include
a name,
address and
phone number
for
verification.

Dick Houghton worked with
Mary for 18 years at Town and
Campus before opening his own
store.
"She's one of those things you
take for granted. She's always
there," he says in a reminiscing
way. "She's always been acelebrity."
Mary looks through her tinted, cat-eye glasses and says, "I've
seen 'em come and go."

TUES, WED, THUR, 1:30

WALT DISNEY' S

"Oliver & Co."

G

Mais, only SAT, SUN, MON 12:15, 1AS, 3:1 O TUES, WED, THURS, 1:40

,,Jteve ]1®.rtin, MicpPel Caine
gj)ilrhf ---~ c ) ~ ,
Mais. SAT, SUN, MON 4:35

PG

•

MEL GIBSOi'I, ,MICHELLE PFEffFER

"7tJj~S~"

,..
'-TME U.S. NAVY NEEDS•
ENGINEERS, PILOTS, INTELLIGENCE SPECIALISTS
S£E IF YOU CAN QUALIFY!
~~~:'l,·-:"gJOIN US FOR A PIZZA PAATY,,.•·.'0,~~-··~;':\, THE ALUMNI CENTER

-~..~~5t

9\a

~•~~--4• \

9\a
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MARY
(continued from page

TUES, WED, THUR, 1:20

"The Naked Gun"

Finding a job is no easy matter
either. 1988 UNH graduate
Kathy Mullin says, "It's hard
to find a decent salary in New
Hampshire. Forget trying to
apply your major. It's really
frustrating."
Mullin, who has a B.A. in
psychology, has been working
part-time as a customer service
representative. She looked forward to the Job Fair to reexamine her career options.
In 1988, 750 students took
advantage of the Job Fair. Geham's '89 Job Fair surpassed that
amount greatly. UNH students
represented over 100 of the
individuals present at yesterday's fair, signifying an increase
over last year's turnout.
"Our goal is to bring in a
broad spectrum of employment
opportunities," Geham said.

PG

Eves. 7:00, 9:05 Mais. SAT, SUN, MON. 12:30, 2:30, 4:30

,

t.

t
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'
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\

11:00am to 3:00pm, ·
LT BAYUK AND LT BURKE
WILL BE THERE TO ANSWEfl YOUR QUESTIONS.
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'
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Citizen Kumar

JAY KUMAR
I've been called a lot of things in my life - Ruggedly
handsome, intelligent, witty, late for dinner, pinhead - but
never has anyone been able to legally call me an American.
And for good reason: I'm a Canadian. But fear not, for in
two short months, I'll be joining the hallowed ranks of the
good ol' U.S. of A. Kinda makes you want to flee for the
·nearest Eastern Bloc country, doesn't it?
Actually, it's not like I just got here or anything. I made
the strenuous and shocking trip from Toronto seven years
ago. It was only recently that I got around to applying for
citizenship. I've been infiltrating your filthy capitalist society
for years. Ha!
Sorry about that. Anyway, I'm only announcing my
citizenship so I can make a Lite Beer commercial with that
crazy Russian nutmeister, Yakov Smirnoff. Ah yes, I can
see it now:
Yakov: I'm telling you, Jayski, what a country! Only
in America can you get paid for telling such lame jokes!
Me: I know what you mean, um, Yakski. Hey, want to
pass me a Lite beer?
Yakov: Sure, Jayski. Lite is less filling. What a country!
In Soviet Union, beer is so heavy, we must skip bread line
for a week! Ha ha ha!
Me: Actually, I think it tastes great, eh? (Stereotypical
Canadian speech habit thrown in by the producer. I'm over
it now, so back off, okay?)
Yakov: Less filling.
Me: T-astes great. Eh?
, You get the picture. I figure I can make some big bucks
off a few of these laugh-fests before my writing career takes
off. Or at least until I learn how to write.
But seriously, folks, citi-zenship isn't really that big a deal.
I'm still going to root for the same lame teams I've supported
in the past, namely the Maple Leafs (the NHL's worst team
over the last 10 years) and the Blue Jays (perennial
underachievers). Guess I'm just a sucker for punishment.
My childhood was probably not too different from any
American kid's, except that I played hockey all the time
instead of football. I watched a lot of the same TV shows,
listened to much of the same music, heard the same rumors
(like the one where Life cereal's Mikey died from eating
pop rocks and Coke, and the one about Bubble Yum having
spider eggs in it), etc. And I served a lot of detentions after
school for screwing around (not in the Biblical sense) too
much in class. That's probably where I got my so-called
writing ability. After one writes "I will not hit Suzanne
McWhirter with a ruler anymore" 100 times every afternoon
for a month, one has to figure something will sink in. Yes,
there's a lesson to be learned from everything, kids .
. Living in New Hampshire has taught me a lot. Like, for
example, how to live free or die. It has also taught me about
such pleasantries of country life as garbage dumps, roadkill,
well water, standing out in a crowd, and John Sununu. I
.guess it hasn't been a total waste.
So as I make the strenuous and shocking transition from
resident alien to citizen, I'm going to concentrate on taking
the journalism world by storm. But I'm still going to wait
for that call from my buddy Yakov.
Jay Kumar, former News Editor, is now but a Staff
Reporter for The New Hampshire.

Mon. Feb.13
through

Fri. Feb. 17
12 to 5 p.m.

MUB

.)

DU RH AM
VALENTINE
R E-D CROS~L
BLOOD
DRIVE
Only 150 more pints and we~ll reach 1,000!
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SMITH.- ,.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.---.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiii. .
(continued from page 1)
Smith feels that the time
spent on the controversy surrounding the bill was a "discraceful period in American
history" when Congress "tried
to pull one over on the people."
Another important topic on
Smith's list was the closing of
Pease Air Force Base. He explained that a vote is needed to
disapprove of the closings or
they will be approved without
any vote necessary.
Pease is on the list with 86
other bases that are scheduled
for closing. Either all 86 remain
open or all must be closed. Smith
also explained that there is no
way to get Pease off of the list.
The prospect of Pease shutting down is closer to a reality,
although Smith cited an ex- ·
tremely small possibility of it
staying open.
" Hopefully," comments
Smith, "the economic impact
will be positive. We want to do
what the people want done."
There is a core commission
of three members who will
decide what should be done with
Pease. They will pass on their
recommendation to Smith in
turn will present it to Congress.
A "great deal of support can
be expected from the federal
government; money for lowincome housing, for an airport,
and for the environmental use
of the Great Bay Sanctuary could
be expected," Smith said.
Smith stressed that his role
was not to steer the committee
but to present their ideas and
support those ideas completely.
He also noted that the people
of Newington and Portsmouth
would have a say in what will
happen to the land that Pease
now sits on. And hopefully,
Durham, Dover, and Rochester
will also get to voice their
opin10ns .

Smith presented himself as
a concerned environmentalist
when he spoke about the acid
rain issue. He was responsible
for the inclusion of the acid rain
issue in some environmental
legislation.
He fought for seven or eight
months to have a provision
included so that someone could
obtain information about the
amount of acid rain in a particular rainfall by calling the
weather service. Smith explained that he was verbally
threatened by other Congressmen to remove the issue of acid
rain or the entire bill would be
held up.
The whole bill was finally
passed. Smith attributes some
of that success with the fact that
Bush is very concerned with the
acid rain issue.
Smith said he wholeheartedly
supported the opening of the
Seabrook Nuclear Power plant.
Smith is "not afraid of nuclear
power" and prefers it to the .
conventional way of obtaining
energy such as burning fossil
fuels.
Smith said he is concerned
about the possible hazardous
waste and threat of a meltdown.
He doesn't want the plant to
go on line until it is safe and
trusts the nuclear experts .to tell
him when it is safe.
Smith feels that the plant
should be shut down in the
summer when the population
of Hampton swells and makes
any evacuation attempt almost
impossible.
Near the end of the open
forum, Smith was asked if he
would run for Senator Gordon
Humphrey's seat if Humphrey
decides to vacate it. He wouldn't
speculate on those types of
future plans.

We're stil I accepting app Iicatio ns for the 1989-90
publication. Gain valuable
experience in a variety of
fields while also learni.ng
more about the university
and the people associated.
Be a part of capturing UNH
in photos, writing and artwork and ·have a blast doing itl Al I poistions at the
award-winning yearbook
are compensated. Deadline is February 23rd.
FOR MORE INFO.,
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See this Far-out Slapstick
Comedy ....
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■
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MO TH ER
Sho wn Here
ONE NIG HT ONL Y Mary Nelli s
Examines
Wom en and
Irela nd

IRELAND
Com e see what
the British Gove rnme nt
didn' t want you to see ! !
Strafford Room, Tuesd ay Februa ry 21st, 7pm
$2.00 Students
$4.00 non-St udents

I FASHION SH OW COMEDY!
;g( rimt m; tluv t+ of 9.t9 1f)t suuk nt'
II

a,

The Strafford Rm. in the MUB

Sat. Feb.1 8, 6:00PM

"J.,,..,a ~ o(4 ~ W"

~~

~\

Randy Spartach ino
Wendy Hammon d
Mike Rose
Eli
Sean Galli van
Scott Wilson
Adam Angley
Koz

mcrz.YOU BE THE
JUDG EI

Kelly Jenkins
Angie Sillera
Kate Conway
Dan Fasciano
Ann Pedro
Amy Brimblec om
Steph Haveles
& Various Others!

Jason Weisbe rg
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With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
Express Card oz ,e,- the phone.
Simply call 1-800-942-.-\.\lEX. Wt.II take your application by phone anci ·•egin to pror:ess it right away.
It couldn ·1 be easier.
®~
What's more, because rou attend
NORTI.JWES~
this school full time. \"OLI can also take
-i
Al RLI NES advantage of the Automatic Approval
Offer for students. With this offer. \·ou can
LOOK TO US
get the American Express Card right nowwithout a full-time job or a credit history. But if you
have a credit historv, it must be unblemished.
Ifs actually easier for you to quali~· for the Card n0\l✓,
while you· re still a student, than it ever wi! I he again.
1i

Become a Cardmember
Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.

~

•

be able to enjoy
an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for onlv
S99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
(only one ticket may be used per six-month period) :I<
And. of course. you·11 also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
_
from American Express.
·
:~~~~~~;~'~r
~
~
,]1.~1~ ~
ApiJ!y no\\" by
,~
calling 1-800-942~
~
A.\lEX. And then
~
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--- , •J~'- - --places-for less.
·,- ,.-,..,._,,~,,,,~~~~~~~~;, __ [!!

As a student Cardmember you will

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
~

■TRAVEL
RELATED

SERVJCES

An American Express company
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Editorial
Rem embe r great leade rs equa lly
Maybe it's time ro reevaluate our symbolic
priorities as Americans, especially here
in New Hampshire. Recently there has been
a major effort to get Marrin Luther King
Jr.'s birthd ay recugnized as a legal state
holiday.· This is a noble and worrhy cause,
as King represents both a tangible and a
· spiritual reminder of how far America has
progressed in the area of civil rights and
how far it has yet co travel. The idea ·o f a
King holiday is a good one.
However, the emergence of a new leader
such as King does not diminish the influence
of great leaders of the past who may have
had an equally pervasive impact shaping
the attitudes of the American people. A
case in point is the growing tendency to
brush aside the celebrations of the lives,
both symbolic and actual, of past figures
of distinction in American his cory. Particularly horr~ndous is the grouping together
of the celebration days of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, two towering

Bishop
To the Editor:
Like many of us , I like to sleep
in on Saturday mornings . Usually ,
only some sort of immedia te disaster will pry me from my bed! But
I got myself up earlier than usual
last Saturday (February 1Och) in
order to be witness to a most
significant and historic event, the
consecration ceremony which elevated the Rev . Barbara Harris t<>
the position of Bishop in the
Episcopal Church. This marked the
first time that a woman has been
elected as a Bishop, not only in the
more than four-hundred year history of the Episcopal Church, but
also in the nearly two thousand year
history of the Catholic Church and
all major denominations which
trace its history to the Church of
England as well.
I was raised as an Orthodox Jew.
Many of my religious educati0n
teachers were women. These women were all gifted teachers, many
were brilliant Biblical scholars
whose insights helped to clarify
many of the complexities of my
Faith. Yet these same women were
not allowed to become Rabbis or
even to be present on the Bimah
(similar to a Christian alter) during
services. In face, Orthodox Judaism
demands segregation by gender in
the synagogue, often relegating
women to grate-covered balconies.
I always felt chat there was something a little "off," but I accepted
this hypocrisy for many years as
an unexplainable part of my religion.
Looking back on these experiences, I'm amazed that these women,
my teachers and primary spiritual
guides, were denied full participa-

tion in the religious life of my
community. The decision co ordain
women as Episcopal priests has
been extraordinarily controversial
. for nearly f ifceen years. It was
inevitable that eventually a woman
would be elected bishop, and just
as inevitable that it would meet with
even greater controversy. Yee even
with the controversy and disagree-

figures of American hiscory whose imporcan be expressec here is resramem co melf
tance coday has come co be taken for granted.
accomplishmems.
Recently in these pages a comment,
This is not co rnnonize eit11er W ashingro n
sympcomatic of a growing school of thought,
or Lincoln~ a number oi ch ar acter fl aws
was made to the effect that King is truly
in both men have become apparent with
relevant to coUege scudent_s today, unlike
the awareness of changing social and moral
such figures of the seemingly distant past
values. This does nor lessen the impact of
as Washington and Lincoln who are no
their positive deeds. The same hindsight
longer remembered. This idea is not only
that can criticize these flaws should also
hiscorically ignorant, but also demonstrates
recognize their enormous contributions
a distressing egocentrism among certain
co our everyday, lives.
members of the general population. The
Essentially, the celebration days for the
implication seems to be that if a social
memories of King, Washingcon and Lincoln
change was not brought about in one's own
is more rhan a black and white issue, born
lifetime, it is no longer of relevance. This
figuratively and literally. Ir is not an
is simply not true.
either/ or situation. There are enough days
A history lesson on the importance of
of the year and enough ideals co celebrate
Washington and Lincoln and many of their
so that all these great men can be equ ally
conrempories is not needed here. It should ( remembered. Surely Wash ington and Lincoln
have been amply covered in grade school.
deserve a better testimo ny than a day fo r
The fact is the freedoms which these men
car sales; and one c1n only hope th at M~rr;;-J
fought to create and preserve are ingrained
Luther King Day does nor one da y suffer
so deeply into the fabric of American life
a similar trivialization.
that they go unnoticed. That these opinions

mems within the Church, the vast
majority of the clergy and the laity
support this action, which is evidenced in the election itself. I'm
not a Christian theologian. I'm not
qualified to argue ag a inst the
Biblical or doctrinal reasoning for
denying the priest-hood to women.
However, if religious institutions
are dedicated to fairness and social
justice, and to inclusion of all into
the Creative Spirit, it seems reasonable to suggest that the exclusion
of more that half the world's
population from spiritual leadership is a gross disservice to humanity.
The elevation of Barbara Harris,
an Afro-American, divorced woman, makes a major turning point,
for the better, in the hisrory of
Western religious institutions. The
Right Rev . Harris's committmenc
to the life of her Church, and her
tireless dedication to the poor, the
disadvantaged and the disenfranchised, makes this moment even
more meaningful. With this one
act, che Episcopal Church has
breathed new life into its community, and has set the example for
ocher denominations, such as the
Church of England, which has
refused ro recognize chis elevation,
and the Catholic Church, whose.
spiritual leader continues to deny
women a place in ics religious
leadership.
With Women's History Week
right around the corner, I hope you
will join me in celebrating the
elevation of The Right Rev. Barbara
Harris, the first woman in history
to be ordained an Episcopal Bishop.
Sincerely
Lenny Goldstein

Rink
To the Editor:
The skating rink in Area II was
a great disappointment. Besides
the comic condition of che rink, I
was able co watch the sec up of the
rink from the comfort of my room.
What a show! I got ~o watclu!_cou_pLe_

of overpayed, underworkea guys
from Grounds and Roads who spent
more time watching each other than
they did working. They also let their
truck run all d ay. All they had to
do wa!> s et up an ice rink on a
basketball court. Seems pretty easy,
doesn't it~
It muse not be. first they plowed
it. Then they slowly unrolled a fire
hose, searched for a fire hydrant
and then flooded the entire area .
That included the basketball court
and the area between the courts .
The plowed border could not hold
the water, that could have been
expected. That was enough hard
labor for the day. On friday, they
came back with a garden hose and
a shower head and made a futile
~ttempt to frx up the spots of bad
ICe.

When the rime came to use the
rink, it was a devastating lee down.
I did not even take my skates. A few
people showed up and skated on
a small patch of ice. The rest of us
joked about the "quality" job.
Anyway they were only state
workers. Must have been the budget
cuts ... Try again next year, or better
yet, hold the ice skating at Snively
Arena.
Sinc~rely,
Jonathan Miner.

Thanks
Dear Editor:
I am writing to give a very special
thank you as well as public recognition co Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity.
The Youth Connection in Ro~
chester and Friendship Express'd
in Somersworth held a co-event at
the Works Athletic Club on Saturday, February 4th. Both programs
are similar to Big Brother/Big Sister
where adults 18 and older are
matched with kids who _need a
special friend and role-model.
The purpose of the event was ro
help spread the word about our
pro_gram as well as provide the kids

with a day ut memorit::-i an d sharing.
:, p1r,,, . d H.l w<.:r<: 11, gu.<.:L, l :in a:-, :-, U
Sigma Alpha Epsil(Jn !>;1w unt: (Jt ~ t (, 11 ,t: pr(Jg r;!ln . T ht:,. we r <: rrc1l/
tht: flyers inviting bu:-iinesses .
g(J " ll 1n u d (· l:-, t< , r,·, c y< , .. tn ir, <,u r
organizations and intere s ted in prc ,_.2r:1rn.
dividuals to come and spend a day
. :--, .,_ .1g.1ir,, (JL,r ll<:l'fK :-,t r,c .. :·r i<:J r
with the kids and j(Jin in s ome
rJ·,.11 1i-::-i t (, rr,c lfit: 11.t)<.: f :, <,i '."-1;.:rr,;1
organized activities.
Alph:1 E p:-iiJ<, n v-: 1, <, h c,r, -, .. p·;~< , rt
Thi<; fraternity can brag that they
thi -, \' t:r y W (Jrtn _✓ ;1r ., .!_r :11 r..
had the best gruup turn liur llf
:--.i ricc n:Jv, ·
eleven representatives, w<:re ac [J ;t1r I L<:<: -L< ,vr:c1
tively involved , had good tt::im
V<, lu nr<.:~r Recr u,i rcr
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University Forum
Monopoly played with computers
Both as a faculty member and as a member of
compatible with what we've got already--but
the UNH Computer Advisory Committee, I am
U nviersity Computing doesn't seem to care aobut
concerned about the current configuration of the
that.
University Technology Center. This computer store
Behind the implementation of this dual monopoly
in the basement of Thompson Hall has two main
is the cavalier assumption on the part of U nviersity
problems, as I see it. First, it only carries two brands
Computing that it'.s perfectly okay to force new
of microcomputers, Apple and IBM. (The Hewletttechnical criteria on faculty members and students.
Packard portable the store recently began to sell
Those of us who currently own Zeniths or older
is too specialized and expensive to count as a serious
IBMs are essentially being told that we have to
alternative computer for most people.) This gives
students and faculty only a limited and confining
choice among rather expensive computers. Second,
the choice to sell and support only Apple and IBM/? :,
means that the current huge installed base of Zeniffi\} _{
and ATT microcomputers here is being condemn~/,./\
to planned obsolescence and lessened support ov~ft})):
the next few years. Lured by the romance o,{\)}\\
technology, University Computing is asking sto~¥.}\./
patrons to pay more than they should for a limiteq;\\.\?&
choice, and is tacitly demanding that faculty member'}@\%
and departments already owning microcomputer~}t}'\;j
"upgrade" to Apple or IBM within a few yearst\·>)
regardless of cost.
{\:.)
I do not criticize the support of Apples and IBMsfa _:•
in a Unvier_sity - underwritten space and store \/./
display. They are both fine computers. What I do ::
strongly criticize is the exclusive assigning of ·
University space to only two computer manufacturers, thus creating in effect a market-control dual
monopoly that effectively excludes alL other
computer makers. Yes, I know you can st.ill buy
Zeniths, etc., through Purchasing, but the effect
of an Apple/IBM retail store, in the UNH
administrative building, will certainly cause a
"chilling effect" on the sales of other computers.
Contrast the colorful displays, ready information
and sales help, and heavy Unviersity-supported
hype that is already splashing around campus_fq:1.\ ,:

to fail. And consumers ld8k:a'"round and wonder
why their choices are suddenly all controlled by
a few huge corporations. This soft drink comparison
is a direct analogy with what's happening here with
Apple and IBM. The customer suffers in the long
run. I think it's poor policy in the retail store, and
worse policy here--because the U nviersity seems
to be countenancing and supporting this collusive
double monopoly.
This exclusion of all competitiors, which would
be bad enough even if it supported the current
installed base of machines, is even worse when
we consider what the installed base of micros on
campus consists of. Except for the Macs in the
clusters, the installed base of micros here is
overwhelmingly Zeniths, A TTS, and other MSDOS clones. These installed computers are completely left out in the cold by current IBMs and
by Apples, which use different operating systems
and disk drives. They're just not genuinely

By Bob Connors

Northstars and Z-lO0s were the computers to go
with. Ask today's Northstar or Z-100 owner about
support and service on that machine. I fear that
those of us on campus who still have "unsupported"
machines will be haivng to take our chances· with
service in five years.
. The question of prices is also quite a serious one.
Now that IBM's proprietary OS/2 operating system
Jpoks like a dead duck, the new IBMs are just regualar
{~§~DOS machines. They don't offer anything that

While··raWagree with ·this policy as policy, I
offered that parts won't be· available~ disk drives
understand why it was determined upon. What I
won't be made, service will become impossible,
most strongly criticize is the decision to carry two
and ·so on. That's a ques~ionable argument, becuase
the IBM PC and AT clones may not be like Ford b"rands so largely proprietary and so little compatible
Model Ts. There are so many of them out there, with the current installed base of micros on campus.
and they're so simple, that PC clone components _Even the University computer service people are
nonplussed by this exclusionary policy. I strongly
will be available forever. PC and AT clones may
not be exciting or romantic, but they're the boxes suggest that UNH rethink this policy and rethink
the whole set-up of the Unviersity Technology
most of us will be running for a long time.
University Computing' s argument that all current Center so that it carries more brands of computer
computers will be obsolete in five years brings up and carries cheaper computers. I carry no brief for
Zenith or Compaq or Hyundai, but monopoly is
another worrisome prospect for the future: service.
We can all get our Zeniths and ATTs service on bad for the consumer. UNH students and faculty
campus now, but what .about five years down the deserve more real choice in buying computers, and ·
line, when UNH has been pushing Apple and IBM. the University should be assisting them in their
and excluding other machines from its attention choice: not constraining them to buy one of only
for a long time? Will we still be able to have out two brands. More importantly, the University should
6300s or our Z-150s serviced? Five years ago we not adopt policies that condemn a huge installed
were being told that we couldn't but IBM PCs, that equipment base to enforced obsolescence.

Bob Connors is an associate professor in the English department.

Sen. John. . Tower confirmation
hearings
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Arts & Entertainment
Pean uts Gan g at UNH
By Alex Berger
man) who, true to his 'Joe Cool"
What do a group of full- image, seemed a bit coo srudly,
grown college students have in too much like a talking Spuds
common with the Peanuts McKenzie. Although he h,ld his
gang?
moments, like a solo tapMore than you might think. dancing with hat and cane
Just ask anyone who attended accompanyment, the line "ChasMask and Dagger's musical ing sticks?? I thought he said
performance of "Snoopy."
chicks" was too untypical of the
The show, which ran Tuesday ·real Snoopy.
through Thursday nights,
The other members of the
wasn't a high budget and pro- gang such as, Pig Pen, Marcie
fessionally produced master- and Schroeder, were there to
piece, but it did have it's own back up the main characters, but
charm.
rarely took front stage.
The hour-and-a-half musical
The show was broken up into
was held in Murkland 110, O'ne two acts. Each scene had little
of the larger classrooms on to do with the preceeding one,
campus. Instead of detracting but centered around a song.
from the performance, holding
The music was well done, and
the show in a classroom made at times comical. The song
the audience feel more like "Edgar Allen Poe" was a well
participants, not just viewers.
coordinated, amusing song.
All of our favorite Peanuts "Just One Person" was the
characters were there. Charlie inspirational finale that was
Brown and Lucy, Peppermint meant to cheer up the depressed
Party, Sally and her object Charlie Brown. It never worked
d'amour, Linus and, of course, in the comic strip, but it left the
the ever-faithful Snoopy and audience with something to
Woodstock.
think about.
The actors, members of an
The props, which consisted
organization called Mask and of a "dog house" made of a table
Dagger, were marched fairly with a pink sheet draped over
well for their roles. Charlie it, and four wooden cubes paintBrown (played by John Hurney) ed red, left much to the imaglooked innocent and, yes, help- ination but helped add to the
less. Lucy (played by Kerri amaturish atmosphere that
Ripel) was indeed the bitchy- made the show so good.
yet-sweet sprite who never
The performers costumes
failed to raise Charlie Brown's were equally inventive, putting
Jiopes just to smash them on the a new twist on the Peanuts gang.
floor. Peppermint Patty (played Chuck had his traditional yellow
by Patty Labrecque) was her shirt with the crooked black
tom-boy self, but lapsed into stripe and Lucy had her red
periods of femininity at times. Valentine dress; but Snoopy
Sally (played by Allison Carroll) wore an all white outfit sans
and Linus (played by Kep Kaep- black spot looking almost like
peler) were convincing with a yuppie Don Johnson and
their baby-voices and Wood- Woodstock sported a flat-top
stock (played by Kirk Pynchon), haircut and a bright yellow
as usual, had none.
sweatsuit.
The biggest suprise was
Some of the supporting actors
Snoopy _(played by Mark Good- _ looked like they had just come
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By Arthur Lizie

from a class, like Schroeder in
his striped rugby shirt.
The show spanned a period
of about a year, going through
Halloween,-Ne w Years E;ve,
Easter and into Christmas again.
True to the television version,
Linus sat in the pumpkin patch
waiting for the Great Pumpkin
to show up. In a New Hampshire twist, Linus rationalized
that the Great Pumpkin was late
because he was either in a
holding pattern over Logan
Airport, or he .had to land in
Kenebunkport , Maine. You
make the call.
The New Year's Eve segment
was somewhat of a disappointment when Chuck didn't even
mention the little red haired girl
that he is so infatuated with.
I know I cried when, in the tv
show, Chuck fell asleep and
missed his chance to kiss the
love of his life.
Overall, the performance
went very well. It is hard for a
group of college students to
make an audience feel like they
are watching a bunch of little
kids but each temper tantrum
and off-the-wall comment was
believable (even if it is hard to
imagine the Peanuts gang watching a puppet show presentation
of "War and Peace.")
"Snoopy" Director Margery
Gray said Mask and Dagger is
a self-supported student organization whose purpose is to open
up theater to all students. She
added that the point of the
organization isn't to compete
with the UNH theater department, but to complement it.
Mask and Dagger put on the
play "Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat" for
incoming students at Freshman
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arr (Mike Parnham photo).

Comedians Julie Barr, Dave Padavano, and Tom
Gilmore performed in the MUB PUB Wednesday
as part of MUSO's weekly Comedy Night.
Julie Barr entertained with a half-hour mix of
self mockery and timely social barbs.
Dave Padavano astounded with a humorless set
as flat as that bicycle tire you've been meaning to
fix for some time now.
Tom Gilmore spewed off a non-stop litany of
common, but enjoyable, familial and educational
humor.

Peanuts, page 19
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The UNH Department of Theater and Dance
presents the Christopher Durang comedy, "Baby
With The Bathwater," February 17 -· 25 in the
Hennessy Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center:
For tickets call 862-2290 or go to the MUB Ticket
Office.
'
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The Portsmouth Academy of Performing A
will present Colin Higgins' "Harold and Maud
at the Bow Street Theater in Portsmouth fr
February 17 - March 5. Tickets are $10 ($12 f
Saturday performances) and may be purchased
the box office, or by calling 433-4472.

I

The Prague Chamber. Orchestra will perform
with pianist Jeremy Menuhin Monday, February
20 at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theater. The perfor- ]
mance is part of the UNH Celebrity Series. Tickets ·
are $12 for the general public, $10 for faculty/staff,
and $8 for students. Call the MUB Ticket Office,
862-2290, for ticket information.
]
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The Prague Chamber Orchestra will be performing in the Johnson Theater on Monday, February
20 at 8:00 p.m.
C
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The Durham Stage Company will present Garcia
Lorca's "Blood Wedding," a passionate play set
in 1930's S'p ain. The production opens Friday, ]
February 24th and will run every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8:00 p.m., Sundays at 7:30 p.m.,
thrr)Ugh March 19th. Tickets are $10 for adults,
$8 for students and senior citizens. For information .
and reservations call 603-868-2068.
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Os ca r No mi na tio ns Re lea se d
_By Arthur Lizie

,..

Nervou s Breakdo wn (Spain) ,
and Marc Mamigo nian
was nomina ted in the Best
The nominat ions for the 61st Foreign Film category . The
annual Academ y A wards were other nominee s in this category,
announ ced Wednes day, com- not that any of them will ever
mencing the movie industry 's reach the Durham / Dover /
equival ent of the Hot Stove . Portsmo uth area, are Hanussen
League as debate and specula- (Hungar y), The Music Teacher
tion simmer until March 29 (Belgium), Pelle The Conqueror
when the envelopes are opened. (Denma rk), and Salaam BomThe Oscars have a kind of bay (India).
morbid appeal to most film
Frontrun ner among the Best
buffs; no one has much respect
nominee s is undoubtedly
Actor
talks
e
for them, but everyon
Hoffm an f ur h is portrayDustin
about them and gets mad when
autistic savant Raythe
of
al
recogget
't
their favorites don
in Rainman, even
Babbitt
mond
nized. Are we any different? Of
already won the
he
·though
course not.
his role in Kramer
If there is a common theme award for Another previous
Kram8r.
Vs.
PicBest
the
through
running
is Gene Hackma n (Poture nominees, it is an obsession winner
in The French
Doyle
peye
Two
an.
Americ
things
with
ed for his
nominat
;
ion)
Connect
"they don't make 'em like that
Missisin
agent
FBI
an
as
role
anymore but they really should"
probably
is
There
Burning.
sippi
ce
films top the list, Lawren
controv ersy and too
Kasdan' s The Acciden tal Tou- · too much
nt flaws for Hacksignifica
many
ristand Mike Nichols' Working
the prize.
up
pick
to
man
Girl. Both films are mature
ers dot the nonewcom
Two
·
to
focus
comedy- dramas which
in a rare
Hanks,
Tom
list:
minee
some degree on the problem s
y recAcadem
the
of
instance
rsty
bloodthi
the
of survivin g in
perforcomic
good
a
g
ognizin
America n business world.
Steve Martin about
· Alan Parker' s Mississ ippi mance ( tell
ed for Big. His
nominat
was
it),
Burning confron ts the Amerserious perform ance in ·
more
of
nt
moveme
Rights
Civil
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ne didn't hurt either.
the sixties. Barry Levinso n's Punchli
James Olmos got the
Rainma n features two great Edward
etic/ crusadin g minorsympath
looking guys riding across the
his role as a strong
for
vote
ity
highways and byways of Amerminded teacher in
goal
willed,
ica in a convertible; the essence
Deliver.
and
Stand
of America? Both of these films
Lastly we have Max v ·on
allow the Academy to show that
with the "you're good,
Sydow
they care about the little people
we should have given
old,
re
you'
·
the
,
possible
all
that make it
a long time ago,
award
an
you
racially oppresse d in the former
to win this
expect
don't
but
the
in
savants
. case and autistic
ion for
nominat
l
memoria
year"
latter. It sort of gives you a warm
in Pelle The Conqueror.
role
his
stomyour
of
pit
the
in
feeling
Maybe Max can pick up a posach, huh?
award in a couple of
Roundin g out the nominee s thumou s
lucky.
he's
if
years,
us
is Stephen Frears' Dangero
There is no clear frontrun ner
Liasons. Althoug h this costume r
Best Actress categor y.
of sexual intrigue is set in in the
was nominat ed for
Streep
Meryl
France, the cast (Glenn Close,
Dark; it sort of
The
In
Cry
A
lovely,
the
John Malkovich, and
Approac hsaying.
without
goes
lovely Michell e Pfeiffer ) and
r-grante d stage
taken-fo
the
ing
un
are
themes
many of the
is Sigourney Weaver, nominat ed
doubtedly American.
her portraya l of anthropo lfor
deThe year's best picture,
Diane Fossey in Gorillas
ogist
batably, Pedro Almodo var's In The Mist. App~oa ching_the
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ing for the attentio n of
Melanie Griffith (left) and Sigourn ey Weaver are seen here compet
against one another for
ing
compet
are
they
Now
Harriso n Ford in the movie Workin g Girl.
for her perform ance
Weaver
Girl,
Working
in
ance
the Best Actress Oscar; Griffith for her perform
·
in Gorillas in the Mist.
guy, which should never
nice
of
chance
better
a
has
she
but
Close
Glenn
is
stage
Weaver
be underes timated in Holly(Dangerous Liasons), in Oscars, winning here, so....
Newcom er Joan Cusack pla- wood or here at The New
always the bridesm aid, never
ire.
the bride. She may win on ces a close second in the sup- Hampsh
As usual, it is just as incersympath y votes for not garner- porting categor y as the big
to see what has been left
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the nomine e lists as it
the
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first
a
,
Pfeiffer
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out what has been put
find
to
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,
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time
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ball
of the two?
kitschy Married To The Mob. and her principle s in Mississippi ture
Missing from the Best Actor
Stockw ell has been around a Burning.
There is no clear favorite in list is perennia l favorite William
long time and his pal Dennis
the direction category, although Hurt (Th e Accidental Tourist),
Hopper won a few years ago:
two people can be ruled out who gave perhaps his best
being
of
like Hopper, he's sort
ance to date, Kiss of
nominat ed. for his unnomi nat- of the running before the start- perform
Woman notwith Spider
The
Martin
fired.
been
has
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ing
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Velvet,
able role in Blue
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all
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in Tucker, won't win because have a good shot at
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and
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about
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Apart is
World
A
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e
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2) Space 1999. River Phoenix before (The
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lovely
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a
ing
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for
points
gets
too
is
Empty)
(Runn.i ng On
young and he has a weird name strong comeba ck with a good May.
The most annoying aspect of
so he won't win. Alec Guiness old fashione d, mature comedy.
Academy nominat ions is the
the
Burnippi
(Mississ
Parker
Alan
(Little Dorrit) won an Oscar
to have any hindsigh t:
inability
thirty-tw o years ago for Bridge ing) may actually benefit from
in release in Los
wasn't
film
a
If
his
ing
surround
rsy
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the
on The River Kwai so he problast week of
the
in
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a
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ably won't win, but he does get film. He may be seen
s of the
member
the
er,
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the
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r
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ous
courage
points for being old.
about
forget
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y
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civil
of
Geena Davis, the lovely, lovep socially relevant sphere
Lightble
Unbeara
The
e.g.
it,
be
may
he
again,
then
rights;
the
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ly Geena Davis, has to
Being. It's a sin.
odds on favorite to win the Best rev.iled as a muckrak ing trou- ness of
it all about? Abwhat's
So,
(Rain
Levinson
Barry
r.
blemake
for
prize
Suppor ting Actress
. The Oscars
nothing
solutely
strong
of
battery
a
her whirlwi nd perform ance as Man) has
and a fraud.
scam,
a
joke,
a
are
MornGood
(
him
behind
films
The
in
Pritchet
the nutty Muriel
about.
talk
to
fun
they're
But,
Men)
Tin
Diner,
,
Vietnam
Acciden tal Tourist. She prob- ing,
Geena Davis, nomina ted for Best Suppor ting Actress for her ably should have been nominat - and a feel good aura surround ing
ed in the lead actress category, his film. Plus he seems like a
role as the nutty Muriel Pritchet in The Accidental Tourist.
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Wom en Wri ters Port raye d on Stag e

By Joanne Marino

act, six character play.
Whether the sweeping gran"I finally started understanddeur of Margaret Mitchell's Old ing Charlotte. But, you see, I
South, the damp allure of the couldn't understand her alone,"
Brontes: marshes or the grime Bollinger said. "I needed that
of Dorothy Parker's New York background. I needed her father
City, Lee Bollinger will take you behind her. I needed her dead
there.
sisters and dead brother behind
Bollinger, a graduate student her.} needed everything behind
attempting her second Master's her.
degree for Literature at UNH,
Bollinger's infatuation with
has devoted her life to reviving playwriting began in Erie, Penwomen writers through drama. nsylvania, when she was workUsing one-act monologues, Bol- ing for her undergraduate delinger has relayed the person- gree in English and
alities and hardships of femi- Communication . Volunteering
nine literary greats while at a local playhouse with her
attempting to aquire the recog- daughter, Bollinger admitted
nition many still lack today.
"little did I know this was going
Recently, five of Bollinger's to change the course of my life."
one-acts have been selected for
"It wasn't being involved in
production at the international it, it was the mechanics of it that
theater festival in Edinburgh, fascinated me. It was the idea
Scotland. Her two-act play on that this person had to move
the famous Bronte family is now from here to here, and there was
in production at Wilkes College a reason for every line. I would
in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
sit ou~ front during rehearsals
Bollinger said being asked to and .. .it was like swallowing it."
Edinburgh is a necessary honor
Bollinger wrote her first play
for any serious playwrite or as a two-act containing 17 scenes
actor. However, she is still and 32 characters. It was a
searching for a "theater angel," "herstory" of women writers
or a financial backer, to assist from the early 18th century on,
with the cost of going over seas. and was fueled by Bollinger's
In the meantime, she is plan- agitation over their lack of
ning a fund raising production. recognition. One scene, a look
featuring Annie Oakley, Wild
at Mary Wollstonecraft , was
,Bill Cody and Jim Butler on May pulled out and expanded into
7 at Yokens.
the docu-drama monologue BolWith the Bronte play, Bol- linger operates within today.
linger intended on writing
"From then on I knew I had
separate monologues for both found it," Bollinger said. "I was
Charlotte and Emily Bronte. She going to take t\lese women and
traveled to their parsonage in I was going to visually and
Yorkshire, England, but was still dramatically educate the worid
having trouble maintaining a with these women."
monologue format. Qetting
Bollinger has done just that,
closer to the Brontes and their bringing the prestigious likes
situations, Bollinger decided to of Virginia Woolf, Charlotte
expand the format into a two- Pe~kins Gilman, Sarah Orne

Jewett, Margaret Mitchell and
George Eliot to the public's eye.
Her plays have been performed
throughout ~he Seacoast area,
in ~ew York, and in Pennsyivama.
Occasionally, Bollinger expands her forte to include
political activists such as Susan
B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Sojourner Truth.
Clearly, strength is a foremost
virtue of these famous women
whom Bollinger holds in the
highest regards. She is attracted
by their personalities as well
as their works.
"I like eccentricity. I know
I do," Bollinger said. "I even
like neurotics; I can deal with
that. But mainly, I want them
to be survivors."
Tackling the extensive research is a passion of Bollinger's.
She agrees the research is usually her favorite part, often
sending her to the writer's actual
home, retracing their lives.
Bollinger's convictions that
women have still not achieved
equality come from her own
struggles as well. Married at
nineteen and divorced several
years later, she considers herself
a "late bloomer" and regrets the
time away from education and
writing.
"I was doing what I was
supposed to do--get married to
a fellow who could support me,"
t\\&4'¾_
she said. "I even had a boy and 'i~e' Bollinger writes plays ,1,-,un1r,-.-1
a girl. I was perfect."
Now happily remarried and female authors.
having "really bloomed in this
area," Bollinger concentrates
on her research and writing,
hoping people will eventually
become exposed to the excepBy Donna Litalien
as Cristina, a young girl who has
tional female writers still lost
This weekend at the Amer- lost the use of her legs. "The
in a literary void.
ican College Dance Festival in reality of the piece is Cristina's
Keene, New Hampshire, repre- beauty from the waist up. Strout,
sentatives of the UNH Dance (a theater major) performs
Company will display their wonderfully, showing the awk~
talents and test their skills in wardness of Cristina's handicap
(continued from page 17)
a competition which hosts by curling her toes and twisting
twenty-nine other colleges.
her legs," interprets Titus.
Orientation and held a musical
Choreographers
Strout'
s starting pose is exactly
Jessica
Titus
review, "Charlie and Algernon,"
and Jackie Davis, and dancers that of Cristina's in Wyeth's
last October.
Linette Strout, Cindy Caplette painting.
Although there seems to be
and Andy LeBeau were those
The other character, perno strong leadership to the
chosen to compete, in hopes of formed by Caplette, exists in
group, and it only meets when
being selected to perform in a a dream that Strout has; Casomeone decides to put on a
Gala Performance on Sunday, plette describes herself as, "her
show, Gray said Mask and
the nineteenth.
image of what she (Strout)
Dagger provides an important
Titus' piece was selected last perceives herself to be, if she
outlet for student talent.
December from the Dante Show- had the use of her legs.''. CaGray said she was happy with
case performance held in the plette's supporting role is perthe turnout at the first perforJohnson Theater. The per- formed beautifully. She is inmance of the musical.
formers are members from spirational as she carries Strout
"We had about 240 people
UNH's theater dance classes, on her back, literally dragging
show up (at the first perforlevels II and III. For the students her around. Her character gives
mance)," Gray said, adding that
enrolled 1n Choreography 720, Strout the strength necessary
the two following shows should
it was a course requirement to to dance on her own, if only in
be as sucessful.
present an original piece in her dreams . In the end, the
The money collected will go
front of professors and spec- characters embrace lovingly,
to pay for the costs of the show
tators. Larry Robertson, ballet; Caplette exits, leaving Strout
and to aid in the future shows
Gay Nardone, theater; and Jean alone again in "Cristina's
put on by Mask and Dagger.
Brown, modern, judged the World."
If future shows are anything competition
The festival in Keene also
and selected two
like this one, it's definitely
of the best to travel to Keene offers master dance classes in
worth the price of admission.
for the weekend festival.
modern, jazz, ballet, and choIt was a nice way to spend an
There will be thirty colleges reography. Well-known dance
otherwise lame Valentine's Day.
competing, and each college is instructors will display their
allowed two entry pieces. Each talents in a classroom.
dance will be judged either on
Titus is hopeful, "If they allow
Friday or Saturday; the judges themselves as dancers to become
will select the best ten to the dance and the audience
perform at the Gala on Sunday leaves with more than it came
to end the weekend.
with, then I will be happy."
Titus entitled her piece 'Two
Caplette i.s also confident, "I
Worlds In One," "I was inspired think we'll perform well onc_e
by Andrew Wyeth's painting we have the audience before us.'
"Cristina's World," as well as Spectators are welcome to comt
having a personal feeling for and watch UNH cOJppete in the
people who are not as fortunate American College Dance Festo have healthy and working
tival. Titus· and Davis' pieces
limbs. The painting is of an will be judged on Friday, the
actual crippled girl lying in the seventeenth, and if selected they
middle of a field reaching out will perform on Sunday at 1 :00
towards an old, run-down barn." p.m.
The foc·s of the piece _is Strout,

Danc e Festi val

_,..

Tom Gilmore (Mike Parnham photo).

Comedians from all over the country appear in
the MUB PUB on Wednesday nights at 9:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at the door. $3 for students,
$5 for nonstudents.

Peanuts
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Letters
Letters (cont .)

Lingo I
To the Ed·itor:
Chris Pinchbeck in the 2/7 Neu •
Hampshir e argues that the University's nonsexist language policy
acts to separate the sexes rather
than enlighten them and that words
like man and mankind, when applied to society are perfectly adeguate
descriptor s. Pinchbeck 's argument
seems to rest on the contention that
the meanings of words, once set,
remain constant through time.
What gender comes to Pinchbeck's mind upon reading "Congressmen Schroeder, Roukema, and
Schneider voted for HR 1546('
Does Pinchbeck sense any dissonance when confronte d by "Congressmen Patricia Schroeder, Marge
Roukema, and Claudine Schneider
and their husbands .. .?
A hundred years ago when all
congressm en were men, congressmen was an accurate word. Now,
as more and more women achieve
positions of authority and respect
in our society, language is changing
to validate our presence. Words
reflect the ideas of a culture. As a
culture changes, so too does its
vehicle for expressin g meaning its language. That is what UNH's
n~rnsexist language policy recognizes.
Richare Lederer, lnnguage commentator at WEVO, nicely harpocms Pinchbeck 's reasoning in his
Summer, 1984 Verhatim (a newsletter on the English language)
article, "A Quiz About Sexist
Languag e," when he concludes ... "(W)e limit and diminish
males and females alike when we
use sexist language, for we thereby
abandon that which makes us
human: the capacity to distinguish ,
discrimin att, compare, and eval- .
uate. Jn doing that, we lose our
control of language and let ourselves
become its prisoner.
"The history of any living language is the history of constant
change. I believe that our language
can change so that men , women,
and children can be free to imagine
and explore the full range of their
human potential. I believe that our
language can become more humane
by becoming more truly human and
that such an evolution will make
people feel better about themselves
and the world in which they live
and move and have their being."
Sincerely
Judy Spiller
Interim Coordinato r
UNH Commissio n on the
Status of Women

Lingo II
To the Editor:
I 111ust take excepti, ,n to the letter
of Chris Pinchbeck which appeared
in the February 7 issue of The Neu ·
Harnpshire .
Although J cm understand somewhat his concern over whether we
s;iy sons and daughters versus
daughters and sons, I must disagree
with his using the Bible 's use of
terms such as man , rn:.1 0kind and
his ro justify the continued use of
t<::rms which indeed are sex specific.
I doubt very much if he would feel
included if our society saw fit to
use woman, womankin d and her
to refer to both males and females.
I d1J not feel that our historical
blindness should be used as justi- ·
fication to continue to exclude more
than half of humanity . Even the
scriptures , although "devinely inspired" were written down by men
living in a patriachial society where
women were no more than mere
property . J hope that we have
advanced beyond this notion of
superiori ty of one sex over the
other, and thus our language should
reflect this.
If a brochure such as Guidelines

for the Vse of a Nonsexist Lanf?Uaf?e

help to point out the shortcomi ngs
of our language, great. Words help
to shape our understand i.ngs of the
world, they carry great power. And
therefore it is crucial that our
language truly reflect what it is we
mean. I hope that we put to use the
suggestion s of such pamphlet s so
that in the near future our language
will more accurately reflect the true
nature of the world and that my own
children will have a truer language
with which to communic ate . Unfortunatel y, there will be males
whose identity is threatene d by
these changes. Eventually they will
come around and thus be better
people for the transform ation of
our language and thus our images
of the world .
Sincerely,
Rev . Paul F. Murphy-G eiss
' United Campus Ministry

Cartoon
Dear Editor:
I am writing in reference to the
cartoon that appeared in the Friday,
February 10th is s ue: featuring a
doctor writing a prescripti on for
a drink for Mrs . Dukakis . As
someone who admires Michael and
Ki tty Dukakis and laments their
personal tragedy, I find this to be
in poor taste . Does the author of
the cartoon think alcoholism is a
joke(
Sincerely,
David Watters
Departme nt of English

C

•

PLEASE!

•

,~ATeJoA~1>1N,<;

SliODTS. T-SlilDTS. SMl>ALS. ~ S .
·s\~IMSUITS. ACTI Vf Al)P m. & ACCfSSOOlfS

SPORT
RIEFER'S EAST SURF &N.1-1.
03820
161 PORTL AND A VE., DOVER ,

C603> 7 4:J.47 0:1
OPEN SATUR DAY; 10 AM TO 6 PM
IN THE PHILBRICK'S SPORT CENTER ACROSS FROM THE DOVER ICE AREN_A

-~~

WRI TE A LETT ER TO THE
EDIT OR .
•
•
:,

c
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Comics
y Kw f'inoral tr1
I MUST C.ONSIO€R.

GREET I NG5 60()-ffARI N6
FELLO\,./ AMERICANS , THIS
TRAVESTY HAS GON[ ON LON6
£N0U6H . SONfTHIH6 MUST

•

-t;/ Krebs

HEY SUP[S

WHAT ON£ 00£5

IN A St1UATJON
WCHAf THIS.

13[ DON£, IMMEDJA TEL Y!

HACKS HALL
HEY) L 00~ WHAT I
fOUND!

13Y

YEAH- A TATTERED

TEFLON

SUIT.

£RE's

JoHN HIRTLE/

PROPERTY OF

0RVON HAA i.A ,
ENT OF U.N.

"MADE

,
1

PL£

IN TAIWAN FOR

'REAL AMERICAN

L'£ADE1?S~ P,4,T, PEN{).''
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~O MUCH,'

~\W -

Death in Heaven - A Companion
LIFE IN THE WORLD
I 5 NOT LIKE ON T. V.

OKING
.Y WIN.

by Jeff Harris
OND .: ---:••--;;-....---.4 MAZING HO
AIN SHINES
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NEXT SA TU RDA Y, FEB. 25th,
CtJ1 c<4 111:,Jt

AE FEST ,gq

RE

fea tur ing :

PLATE O ' SHRIMP
SHY FIVE
ON E W OR LD

intheMUB GRANITE STATE RO OM
tickets on sale in the MU B TICKET OFFICE for
$6 stud ents
$10 non -stu den ts

..

Ap ple
Mac SE Du al Dr ive
lMb RAM
Macintosh System Tools
Hyp erCa rd

$1 89 5.0 0
$130.00 off regul ar price

~

(keyboard not included)

IBM
Mo del 25 Du al Flo ppy
640K RAM
Mon ochr ome Mon itor
Enhanced Keyb oard

Feb ruar y 1 thro ugh Feb ruar y 28
Whi le Sup plie s Last !

I

·I
I
I
l

iI
!

Uni vers ity Tec hno logy Cen ter
Thom pson Hall • Room 14A • 862-1328
Mon day - Frid ay • 9:00a.m.- 3:00p.m.

$8 95 .00
$200.00 off regul ar price
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Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

JAi

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

WASA
MAN

by Mike Peters

Q.,T ~
~f\\~

AU, 1Hl5 TIM6 Ive
BeeN RIJNN!NS

! A'-WA~S 7HOUGHT I
WAS uusr WEARING
A FUN FUR.

AROLJNP TtJTAtW

NAK6P111

----· .._lT DR\VES
THEM WILD!
HUP !. .. 1-fUP! ..
AND HUP!

r

... l'M NOT SAi/iN<,
~OU COULD EVER
i-4AVt Tl-llS, BUT

I

l/OU COULD SURE.

DO B£TT£R
THAN THAT. ..

~AmPus ~om1cs

HE.LLO 8A6C

~e'<,

HAPP'<

VALENilHf.5

HOW'5 -fH! L.OV~ OF°
MY LI r:t.? MV OME.
A t-\O OfH-'< 1 WHY t:

WA' ju5.,.- -nHNl<IHG
~oour you- $051€..

'DA'<!

1.
!

• -·..::. • • • • • • - • • • • i'i ·- .•

.:~:·
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FJ~

HEWLETT

11:_/!a

~~ PACKARD
Authorized Dealer

A TTENTJQ11'11..Tf
~•

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Authorized Dealer

Full Time Staff
and Faculty

Desl (Jet

The Senior editor of U.S.
News and World Report and
author of Secret Warriors is
speaking on:

• Laser quality at 2 pages/minute
•300 x 300 DPI full page graphics
•Built-in sheet feeder
•Multiple fonts ... and more

et Series II

Copley Systems is now
authorized to offer you
products for personal use
at the same low educational
discount prices we offer
to your school. Previously,
only educational institutions themselves were eligible for these super savings!

F/,-;'8

~/!ill

~

25MHZ
Vectras

l -w111 \I

-Covert military operation s
-Delta force
-Hijacking of the Achille Lauro
-Rescue of the hostages in Iran
and Lebanon
February 23rd at 12:30
Strafford Room, MUB

HEWLETT
PACKARD

$1.00 for students, $3.00 for non-studen ts

3 years for the price of I!
Educational institutions
can now triple the
warranty on specified
products purchased after
January 1, 1989.

MA (617) 449-5566 • 1-800•4-COPLEY
Outside Mass. 1-800-426-7539

j

Alsoavailabla...
Plotters and Supplies

(7;' '_ ', \

New Grandson

-~-~/~
,__, . I.
:/ -~-())
\

Date Of Birth: Feb. 5, 1989

~

\

---''\

"-,._

USO

I Have A

I /-,~~-_ .-.> 1', :,~
,,,,,,
- --_,

I ~~~i~~S

185 Second Ave., Needham, MA 02194

!

:

I

,

\

Place: Corvallis, Oregon
Weight: 7 lbs. 14 oz.

You Are Invited To
Come And Help Me
~"="
~5~ Celebrate This Event

is

\ ((

-(2f looking for an

, }
1

· , - . -- ~

1

At My Welcome To My
New Grandson, Justin Sale

ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER

Monday, February 20

COMPENSATED POSITION ! !

Yarn - Marked Down 20% to 50%

Stop by rm 148 or call -1485

• Mugs • Artist's Easels • Stencil And Craft Paints •

• Artists Professional Oil And Water Colors • Markers •
And Lots Of Old Junk From Our Storage Room

ALL FOR YOU!!
WE WILL SELL THIS AT BABY BOTTOM PRICES!!

This Stuffs Been Out Before
And We Do Not Intend To Put It A~ay Again.
THESE BABIES ARE GOING!

We Will Dicker And Bargain From 8 a.m. 'til It's Gone
Or We Get Tired.
Grandsons Don't Come Cheap!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! But This Stuff ~es ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .' .'

-:f,:::.-,::;::_:_,_,_,,,:-::-----·-"-:::---:,

._.: ..-•.•··

Want to see the
REGGAE FEST
at no charg e ??

(all "kidding" aside, this is a real sale in honor of a real hahyJ

So Please Come To

OUT BACK
T-HE
44 Main Street • Durham, New Hampshire
Monday - Feb. 20 - All Day

APPLY for PRODUCT ION HELP ! !
call -1485 or stop in rm 148 !
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
Mountain Bike : Specialized Rockhopper
comp., Deore XT brakes, TIG stem, Deore
pedals. Excellent condition , $500 . Call
evenings, 431-8577.
1984 Chevy Cava Wagon: stereo, 5 speed,
excellent condition , no rust or corrosion,
needs new rear tires . $1000 or best offer.
Call Rick days 862-1550 or evenings after
7:00 , 926 -9342.
5 foot rat snake: Loves mice and attention,
comes with cage, waterbowl. Call 659 -5413
for Larry or Dan. $90 or best offer.
'69 Firebird 350 AUTO, 750 Holley. Some
work- $2,500 or best offer. Also '73 Toyota
Land Cruiser, $600.
1978 VW Rabbit: AM/FM cassette stereo,
standard, great mileage, dependable.
Asking $500. Call 868-6077.
1981 Subaru Station Wagon: new engine,
well-taken care of, good shape, BO, 436 8746.
Apple MacIntosh 512K, two 400K Disk
Drives, Pascal, Word Processor, Typing
Tutor, all manuals and a whole lot more.
Interested? Call Arthur at 868-3361.
World Cup Winners! Tne legendary Red
Sleds. 200cm Atomic Arc Team Bionic R5
with Tyrolia 340 Rd . Bases in excellent
condition . Asking $150. Call Arthur at 8683361.
Eddie Van Halen- We have your guitar.
Kramer Striker. Good condition . $250 or
best offer. Matrix tuner, $20. Tascan Porta1. 4-track recorder excellent condition.
~ _
50_or bo _Call Andy _at 659-7094 _________ _
Yo skiers! Atomic active lights0 180's with
Tyrolia bindings . Used only once - grea:
condition . $150 or best offer. Call Andy,
659-7094.
27 inch --shogun " touring bike. Two years
old, ridden less lhan 75 miles. Excellent
condition with accessories (air pump, kick
stand. bood rack). For information call Don
Maynard at work 868-2375 or home 9425654.

f-BPvlMED
Phone sales: Days and Evenings Starting
pay $5.00 / hr plus bonus. Call "/ 43-3771
tor details.
Work Study Job: Exeter Public Library,
$6.00/hr. Shelving, shelf reading, and other
tasks. Located in Downtown Exeter on the
KariVan route .
THE GRANITE YEARBOOK IS STILL
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1989-1990 PUBLICATION . GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN A VARIETY OF
FIELDS. DEADLINE IS FEB. 23. SEE KATE,
ROOM 125, MUB.
Earn up to $1000 this semester in your
spare time representing major companies
on campus . Excellent training . Start im. mediately. Call 868-3056.
TRIP LEADERS - Postions now available
tor coed adventure based cycling tours
of Cape Cod and the C.oast of Maine for
teens. Openings also for White Mountains
backpacking, canoeing, and rock climbing
trip leaders. Seeking individuals with strong
child oriented philosophy, and certifications
in ALS and Standard First Aid . Come to
the UNH Career Planning and Placement
Office to sign up tor Thursday February
23 interviews or for more information about
~e ?outh Shore YMCA Camps.

HEAL TH
SERVtCES
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.
Using more than one drug at a ti~e can
be even more hazardous than overdrinking. The affects may be additive and
they may interact in unknown ways .
Overdose and/or death is more possible.
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious, blacking 011! is
a memory lapse. More info call Health
Ser\!ices at 862-3823

Using alcohol resp~sibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More into call Health Services
at 862 -3823
The leading cause of death tor 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving . We are the only age
group with an increasing death. Don 't let
yourself or your friends become part of
the statistics . Call Health Services 8623823 for more into.
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non -judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH , 8623823

OKAY WOMEN ON SECOND FLOOR
HUNTE~
ARE WE GETTING
PSYCHED???l!I WHO IS GOING TO FLORIDAI? FIND OUT SOON ... '!'
Join a super aerobics class in NH Hall on
Thursday , February 23 at 4:45 . Eight
.watches and eight aerobic outfits to be
giv en away as doorprizes. All welcome .
Sign up in the Rec Sports Office.
Sean Collins: Nice job selling those books
back pal. The Grim Reap~s
Are you out there Doug? HELLO'
Who'sDoug
Congratulations on a job well done to the
top Rec Sports aerobic instructor fundraisers in Saturday's Dance for Heart: Heather
Knight $132 .00, Charlene Ring $1 00.00,
and Kim Zeoli $80.00. Good job'

Hey, hey Pat' Happy Birthday' I guess we
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
will soon be seeing you staggering down
male. you amy be at risk for AIDS. For free,
om hall. Learn how to walk straight. Have
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing , call · fun! Love Monkae and Snailae.
the office of health Education and Promo- , To the girl in EATON with the green
NEWFOUND jacket, HI!!
tion, Health Services Center, UNH, 862~23_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
DANCE DANCE DANCE .. .WITH WUNH.
MUB PUB FRIDAY FEB 17. 8 pm to 12 Tix:
It you have had multiple sexual partners
$3.
since 1978. you might be at risk for AIDS.
- -- - - - - - - - - - For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
HUNTER 2nd is #1 !1!1!111!1 Yeah!!!
antibody testing and/or counseling call
Overseas Jobs. $900-2000 mo., Summer,
the office of Health Education and ProYr. round, All Countries, All fields. Free info.
motion, Health Services Center, UNH 862Write IJC, PO Box 52 - NH01, Corona Del
3823
- - - - -Mar, CA 92625
If you have had multiple sexual partners
Chris
& Chris- our wonderful roommates
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
at apt. 3: Just because we didn't get you
For free, anonymous and non -judgemental
anything for Valentine 's Day doesn't mean
antioody testing and/or counseling call
we don't love you. Here's a damn personal.
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623P

SERVICES
Skate Sharpening X-C Ski Rental - Durham
Bike 868-5634. .
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc . Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates , quick -return.
~~et Boyle, 659-357_~.:_ ____ _ _ __
'Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on Route 155 in Lee. New stables.
Only 3 miles from campus . Full board tor
$200 per month . Call Bill at 868 - 2134 or
Steve at 868-1480. Evenings best. Keep

1_2'i~9_._ _ _ _ __ - - - - - Typing/Word Processing , Professional
quality, reasonable rates. Spelling accuracy
~eluded Call 742 -2037, Dover.

~ov~y_~~_Kate and Julie'- - --

---

To my pals Michele and Julia and my
potential PAL Michele- get psyched! Only
3 weeks till spring break' _Love, _Susan
·spring Break ' Great price party in Florida.
Panama/Daytona $199-219. Call Joni 8681637 /659-3198.
The Dance for Heart fashion show was
GREAT I Who were all those sexy Rec
~or.1_:>~erobic instru~tors?_
. _ _ _ __
A special thank -you to the wonderful people
who helped make the 2nd Annual Dance
for Heart a huge success: Irene Burgess,
Kathy Casler, Michelle Johnson, Rebecca
Musumeci , Matthew Palmer (ACACIA),
Paul Ware (ACACIA) , and the UNH Re creational Sports Department aerobic
instructors. The American Heart Associ ation raised over $16,000. Your help was
greatly appreciated.

Halsey - I think I'll keep you
Male stripper needed: If you have the skills
to strip at a friend's birthday party, contact
Laura: 862-4226 by 2/ 18.
Diane- If you meet me at the Portsmouth
Library , 1·11 treat you to a tan at Tanique... Love, ~obb_y_ _ _ __ _ ________ _

Nice roo ms tor students . Short walk to
campus. No cooking facilities . $125 tor
singles, $200 tor doubles. Please call 8687027 or 868-2172. Ask for Jackie.

Bri.ghten your life!!_Meet that someone
special through our singles club. Intro
singles club, Box 3006, Boston, MA 02130

Hampton Beach- 3 bedroom house- winterized . $475/mo. 926-4215. September
1989 - May_1_99
_0_. _ _ _ _ _

LOST$
FOUND
LOST: Gold f1arned glasses. Last seen at
Snively Are .1a on Feb. 4th . If found call Peter
Countway. 862-4149. REWARD'

KT, I'm jealous - Your sap of a friend. (You
also owe me a favor.)
To the he-man at Dover Point- -l 'm wearing
your bri(3fs: _~_13__________ _ __ _

Liz " Gretzky ' - your private chauffeur
misses seeing you at JACKSON'S. He
would like to get to know you better. Drop
a note or, better yet, skate ...WISWALL
Cycling Fan

Jodles - Have you ever felt like you are
going completely out of your mind? Let
me know, o.k.? Love ME.

CHARLIE - YOU LOSE PAL'!! Looks like
it 's ju icys on you this weekend. DC and
WayneR

To my BIG C. Howie: Thanx so much for
everything. You are by far the best' Lots
of love, The red mamasita'

JIM- TIGGER- An anasufah. Are you
braced? Love ME.
To !he Balloon Lady - What can I say?
Heading for Europe this summer (or
anytime)? Jet there for no more than $160
with AIRHITCH ®as reported in Consumer
Reports, NY Times, Let's Go , Newsday,
Good Housekeeping, and national network
morning shows. For details, call 212-8642000 or write: AIRHITCH, 2901 Broadway,
Suite 100A, NY, NY 10025.
ROAST YOUR BUNS FOR SPRING BREAK
(OR ANYTIMEI) ROUND - TR IP JET AIR
FARE TO THE CARIBBEAN, $189'!! Why
hang around and freeze your ass off when
you can be stretched out on the sand of
a beautiful Caribbean resort island (or a
lovely coastal resort in Mexico or South
America) for only 189 bucks? Flights go
from Logan and/or JFK. Call SUNHITCH5=,
212-864-2000.
UNH TO THE CARIBBEAN for SPRING
BREAK (or anytime)! Why hang around and
freeze your ass off when you can be
stretched out on the sand of a beautiful
Caribbean resort island (or a lovely coastal
resort in Mexico or South America) for only
189 bucks? Flights go from Logan and/ orJFK. Call SUNHITCH5=, 212-864-2000.
HEY VELCROTWINS - Where are you going
this weekend? Do I get to see your house
and----? Don't forget your hot-tub etiquette!
Bye Daragh, and well, I guess, Bye Tracy.
DC
Loving cOuple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us , or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 448 4329.

Male Stripper Needed: If you have the skills
to strip at a friend's birthday party, contactt
Laura: 862-4226 by 2/18,
Sue Dog- You'll always be OUR VALENT~~-~' Love K.B., Dalzy & the butt massager.

from
Boston

Round Trips
starting at

LONDON
398
. 138
CHICAGO
370
CARACAS
739
HONGKONG
TOKYO
679
1128
SYONEY
149
Boston ·FLORIDA
Amtrak
Rs:striction:s apply.
tax11:s not included.
Ch11ck our low teacher far11:s.

EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT t

· Call for
·
FREE 'Stud•nt Travel Catalog

BOSTON
721 lloylltOII St.

611•26f.l926
611•491•1497
611•225-25'55

HARVARD SQ
13N M.... Awe.

MIT

Student Center

~1\-SY & THE

What 's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
Paula Howie, Happy 21st. Damn, oh damn,
about being different at UNH .. ... feel tree
it's going to be fun! Love, Laura
to call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee:
Don - We always got your truck. It just needs
Denise Connors, Nursing Dept. 862-3405
running water. DC.
Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean of Students
Male stripper needed: If you have the skills
Office 862-2050
to strip at a friend's birthday party, contact
Les Fisher, English Dept. 862 -1313
Laura: 862 -4226 by 2/18.
Mari1r,ne Fortescue, Student Activities
862-1524
HSMA meeting Wednesday, February
Susan Franzosa, Dept of Education 862- , 22nd, 7:00 pm, Coos Rm, MUB, Chris Avery
2376
speaking on Marketing Segmentation.
Emily Moore, Dean of Students o ·ffice
Jennifer- Brian says you 're cute. Let's do
862-2050
.
lunch and a tan at Tanique in Portsmouth
tomorrow- Richard

HOLJ5fNG

TONY (TONI?) HAVE YOU BEEN A BUSY
BEE? STOP BY AND VISIT YOUR FIRE
BUG .

Campus Rep Wanted : Distribute catalogs
to clubs, organizations, athletic teams. We
offer a wide range or imprinted promotions!
products. 431-7076.

Tricia and Paula, Thanks for staying up
with me ~rn that Black Tuesday night. it
may not seem it, but I really appreciate
it' Love, Laura
'

11ayneR - No work this weekend, and
hopefully not a repeat of your last. ABSOLUTELY not! Should be good. Later, DC

DANCE DANCE DANCE with WUNH . MUB
PUB Friday Feb. 17. 8 pm to 12 Tix: $3

B00MERS

-

.Big Chill, Dirty Dancing Music
Affordable Rock & Roll rates
for your private parties
call Mark Miller at
WERZ 772-4757

SPRING BREAK: Great price!! Party in
Florida, Panama/Daytona. Call Joni at 8681637
Don - We always got your truck. It just needs
running water. DC.
Biff- Let's treat the girls to a ride in your
Mercedes 350 and a tantalizing tan at
Tanique- Bill
Depressed? Lonely? Sexual Concerns?
Just basically stressed out? Call the CoolAid hotline 862-2293 or the tapeline 8623554

PERSONALS

WANTED : Faculty and Staff reactions to
UNH Budget cuts. How do they affect you?
What has the administration done? Would
you join a union to protect your rights? Send
responses to Dana Blackman, Box #202 ,
McConnell Hall. Confidentiality guaranteed.

To the man with the JEEP who made my
day on Tuesday. Thanks. Let's get together
sometime? M.G.

Join Tanique- 130 Congress Street in
Portsmouth, get three buddies to join after
you, and receive some free tanning!

.

'

I
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Foo tba ll sign s
top rec rui ts
By David Aponovich

Foot~all co~ch Bill Bowes i_s all smiles after signing what he feels is a top notch recruiting
.
,class, 10clud10g two outstandmg Massachusetts quarterbacks. (File photo)

Sar gen t set s neW mark

--

By Chad Matthews
High jumping is a track and
field event relying on precision
and technique in order to
achieve greatness. To become
a great high jumper, one muse
put in long hours of practice and
weight training. Then, and only
then, can one hope co realize
their full jumping potential.
· Doug Sargent, a UNH sophomore, is well on the way to
realizing his full potential. As
a first year member of the track
team, Doug has already broken
the UNH high jump record by
jumping 6' 8" at a meet against
Vermont and Bates in midJanuary and has equaled that
mark once since then. The
previous record of 6' 6" was set
by Richard "Boo" Morcom in
1942.
Sargent, who transferred co
UNH from Plymouth State
after his freshman- year, is
pleased that he was able -co top
the old record, but he has his
sights set higher. "My ultimate
goal is to jump 7 feet before my
college career is over," Sargent

said. "When ff irst got here, I
looked at the record board and
sec my goal to break the 6' 6"
record in my first year."
Once he broke the 6' 6" mark,
it took him less than two weeks
co jump 6' 8". This time, at
Boston University, he decided
to cry and top his own mark with
an attempt :it 6' 10". Sargent's
leg grazed the bar knocking it
off the holders and ending his
attempt at a phenomenal record.
Sargent, however, was not dis·
mayed.
." I know when my last step
goes down and my knee drives
up whether or not I'm going to
make it over," he said. He
understands that to improve he
is going to have to work even
harder and heed the advice of
his coach, Jim Boulanger.
"For Doug to jump 7 feet, he
is going to have to make
changes," Boulanger said. "He
is going co have to do more
running and more weight craining ... he knows what he has co
do."
Boulanger is, however, ex-

i~ ~ N~,
~
. :*..._~
.·

Break ;ackages Starting
.
at $439. .
·Jf.
Jcall SUN SPLASH TOURS at 1-800,426-7710
(h · 868 6682
·*

_ .~_TIS ~t-

-

impressed that a team which
had· been together for such a
shore time could do so well
against strong opponents.
The club is looking forward
to more competition in the next

month and, due to an invite, will
compete in the New England
Collegiate Championships. The
men will compete in foil, epee
and sabre, while the women will
compete in foil.

~

: i( 4: u~~ Sets
: i( 5. O. C. Nai!ers

PRI ~ s
.

CUSTOM IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

First .Cht1lt:e .Ji,r Quallly !tj/n,·e /1119 ~

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I . Greenland. NH 03840

Robert Kalewicz- 290 laps
Justin Ayer - 288 laps

l iC
Students - Women
•
*~ i(
leyball Brock Peterson_ 967 laps
t Men's MinorVol
...,... 1. Hunter Supreme Court

New Halfshire

f:IHan es

■ FENCING . . (continued from page 27)

J.

.J'

~~

t Unbelievable S
i

be an asset; he is the reigning
Massachuse tts champ in the
100-yard dash. Other receivers
include Marc Castelo, a WRRB-DB from Pope John Paul
High School in Boca Raton,
Florida, and 6' 3", 190 pound
David Gamble from Colonie,
New York.
"If we're able to get any
~oncribution from an incoming
freshman, I'd have to say it
would be (wide receiver)," said
Bowes.
The program also landed two
of Massachuset ts' cop quarcerbacks, Rich Green from Melrose
and 6' 3" Chris Noble out of
Quincy. "We're happy with
Chris Noble," Bowes stated.
"He's an excellent quarterback
prospect who has got the kind
of arm we like, particularly in
our offense." According to
Bowes, another attractive aspect
of Noble is his ability co kick.
- Another possible addition co
the kicking game is 6' l", 215
pound linebacker Eric Kutz
frpm Mountain Top, Pennsylvania. "Kutz could have gone
co some schools on his punting
alone," said Bowes.
Although not a pressing need
right now, Bowes noted that the
Wildcats failed to sign a linemen.
The Wildcats were able to
sign several backs. Tailbackdefensive back Barry Bourassa
from Weymouth, Massachusetts
has signed with UNH as has
defensive back Nathan Bryan
of East Orange, New Jersey.
Greg Lewis, a tailback-defensive
back from Newburgh, New
York, fullback Matt Fuller out
of Bryam Hills High School in
Armonk, New York, tailback
Brad Dupuis of Lincoln, Rhode
Island and Worcester Academy,
and 6' 2", 215 pound linebacker
Steve Shamany of Hazleton,
Pennsylvan ia have also all
signed with the Wildcats.
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tremely happy with Sargent's
progress and delighted that he
copped Morcom's 47-year old
mark."Doug's done a great job.
I've been waiting for a long time
to have someone top that mark."
Boulanger praised Sargent's
competitiven ess and expressed
hope that he ~ould qualify for
the IC4A Championsh ips by
jumping 6' 8 3/4".
While at UNH, Sargent says
that Coach Boulanger has been
invaluable co his progress. "By
starting my approach back farther and having me fun faster to
the bar, Coach Boulanger has
helped me a lot with my technique and style," he said.
Sargent feels that high jumping is essentially technique and
strength. By prac'cicing two
hours a day five days each week,
Sargent has made the commit.
ment to improve.
Doug Sargent is one very
promising track and field athlete. With cwo more years of
college left, we will definitely
be hearing and seeing a lot more
from him in the future.

The 1989 UNH football season may still be nearly seven
months away, but Head Coach
Bill Bowes and ·his staff have
been busy on the recruiting trail
as of late, taking a number of
steps to strengthen the Wildcat
gridders for the upcoming seasons.
On national letter of intent
day lase Wednesday, Bowes
announced that l3 football
players had signed letters co
enroll and play football at the
University of New Hampshire.
"We're very happy with the
recruits," said Bowes. "The big
thing was ~e were able co fulfill
our needs.
The biggest needs, believes
Bowes, will not surface until
probably after the coming season. In all probability, according
to Bowes, seniors, or at lease
upperclassm en, · will occupy
starting positions.
. Bowes sees seniors in the
secondary, at tailback, fullback
and quarterback, as well as in
che wide receiver slots. "We
have quite a few starters coming
back," said Bowes, who noted
that 25 or 26 of the returners
have seen action as starters.
Bowes did say he could see an
incoming frehman helping out
the Wildcats at wide receiver.
"Our most pressing need is a
wide receiver. There's a possibility that one or two of the wide
receivers we recruited could help
us (immediate ly)," he said.
"There's not nearly as much
learning (at wide receiver).
Either a kid can run and catch
the ball or he can't."
Wide receivers UNH have
signed who could possibly help
out include two Massachuset ts
products, Mike Cranney, a 6' 2",
190 pound player out of Bishop
Fenwick High School in
Danvers, and Bobby Morse, out
of Holliston. Morse's speed will

_. ,
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PC Friars dump
Wildcat s, 4-2
By Ward Fraser
The men's hockey team h as
hit a bit of a slump lately. The
'Cats have dropped their last
three games, including last
night 's 4 -2 lackluster loss to
Providence.
It is very evident that UNH
has lost some of the enthusiasm
that has guided them into the
playoffs this season. "We need
to get the emotion back tha~ we
had the last few weeks," said
Head Coach Bob Kullen.
The first ten minutes of
Wednesday's game set the tone,
boring! Providence drew the
first penalty at 7:38 as John
Ferguson was called for tripping. Trying to put some punch
into the 'Cats ineffective power
play, Coach Kullen decided to
skate with four forwards and
only one defenseman. The tactic
did not pay off as PC's Bob
Creamer stole the puck from
Dominic Amodeo at the blue
line, took it the length of the
ice, and beat UNH goalie Pat
Morrison at 8:58 for shorthanded goal.
New Hampshire came back
on the same power play when
Tim Shields passed to Chris
Grasse, who blasted a shot from
the point to even the score a.t
9:38 of the first.
The 'Cats had two more
power plays in the period and
put some serious pressure on
PC netminder Mark Romaine.
Romaine stymied the 'Cats on
several occasions, but also had
a little luck as two shots trickled
through his pads only to be
swept away by the defense. The
period ended tied at one apiece.
Neither side could get on -the
board in the second period, but
both teams began to get physical. Both squads were called for
two penalties, and had great
scoring chances. The opposing
goalies, however, came up with
some big saves.
New Hampshire's penalty

killing unit played very well ,
wi t h D an Prachar doing an
excellent job of backchecking
and hustling. Providence still
managed to out shoot the 'Cats
in the second period, 11-8
UNH started the third period
on the power play but did not
manage to fire any shots on
Romaine. Providence broke the
1-1 tie at 2:29 when defenseman
Jim Hughes fired a bullet from
the slot past Morrison for a
power play goal. Morrison had
no chance on the point-blank
shot.
PC tallied again just three
minutes later. Right wing Pat
Becker took a pass from Jeff
Robison and fired a shot off
Morrison's glove for a 3-1 lead.
Both teams continued to play
physical hockey as they exchanged shots and penalties.
New Hampshire went on the
power play at 10:01 and took
full advantage of the extra man.
UNH used the pointmen effectively as Grassie passed to Jeff
Lazaro, who then hit ~n open
Steve Horner. Horner beat
Romaine at 11:52 to cut the lead
to 3-2. The 'Cats put furious pressure
on Romaine in the last six
minutes of the game, but the
goalie was equal to the task. ·.
New Hampshire pulled Mor- ·
rison with 30 seconds remaining
in a desperation effort. Prov- ·
idence's Rob Gaudreau stole the
puck at the red line an iced the
game with an open net goal with ·
just 16 seconds remaining.
"We' re not going to become
an 8 or 9 goal team out of
nowhere," said Coach Kullen.
"We have to get the offense
going and tighten up on defense,
then we'll be ready for the
playoffs.''
The 'Cats next game is this
Saturday at Lowell. Their next
home contest in set for snext
Tuesday at 7:00 against Boston
University.

The men's hockey team suffered their third consecutive loss Wednesday night, falling 42 to Providence. (Liz Moulton photo)

Fencing club slays foes
By Mike Stinson
The UNH fencing club
turned in a solid performance
last Saturday, as they participated at the University of Maine
at Augusta in a meet which
featured six schools and two
regional fencing clubs.
Taking part in the meet were
UMaine-Augusta, Colby, Bates,
MIT and Southern Massachusetts University. Also joining
in were the Seacost Fencing Club
and the Portland Fencing Club.
The day turned out to be a big
success for the club. Although
the club formed only a year ago,
it came on to place very well in
each event on Saturday, in some
cases against schools with a
much stronger fencing tradition.
Fencing takes place on a two
meter by fourteen meter mat.
Fencers compete in bouts which
last for five touches or five minutes. In the case that time
runs·out, the fencer with the
most touches is declared the
winner. Each person on the
three person team fences

against every other person on
the opposing team. Whichever
squad finishes with the rnost
bout victories is then declared
the winner of the match.
The foil competitions proved
to be a shining point for the club.
The fencers were able to compete in both the electronic and
'dry' (non-electronic) events.
It was the first time the team
·used its newly acquired electronic equipment.
The men's foil team of Ned
Woody, Peter Countway and
Steve Goodridge brought home
a third place finish. They finished tied for second with the
Seacost Fencing Club but were
beaten out on indicators ( total
victories on the day).
The women's foil team managed to do the men one better
as they placed second on the day.
The group was composed of
Kirsten Gannon, Liz MacDonald and Maureen Angwin. The
highlight of the day for the
women turned out to be the
match against MIT, which is a

varsity team. While MIT won
the overall event, UNH defeated the Engineers in head to head
competition.
The sabre competition saw
the UNH club put in another
fine performance. The squad,
composed of Jamie Clark, Chris
Wall and Mark Wentz came
away with a third place finish
in that event. According to
club president Ned Woody, the
results were pleasantly surprising; not because UNH lacked
the talent, but because other
schools are able to put much
more into their programs.
Woody says that MIT, which
came in first in all events,
practices for two hours a day,
something UNH does not get
the opportunity to do.
The team's advisor Paul Poulos said he was "overjoyed" at
the results of the meet. Of the
team overall, he said he was
"overwhelmed in the enthusi-asm of the students," Poulos was
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-H oop destroy s Hartford

The Lady 'Cats put it all together Wednesday night and crushed
tta•nftirollt"Luridhdlin Gym ..{Liz;Mbultoo\photo':) I ' . • • •

.
By Naomi Elvove
Holding on to their second
place position in the Seaboard
Conference, the Lady 'Cats
basketball team tallied their
ninth conference victory with
a win over the University of
Hartford Wednesday night by
a score of 83-59. This is the
team's fourth straight victory
and boosts the Wildcats record
up to 9-2 in the conference, and
a 15-8 overall mark.
UNH's winning streak continued with a tremendous ~coring effort on Wednesday mght.
The team scored season highs
for points in the first half (46)
and points in a game(83 ) According to Coach Kathy Sanborn, the game was, "an all
around team effort. Everybody
contributed in one way or another."
The 'Cats gained the lead
early in the game, with great
passing and offensive efforts.
They were ahead 4-0 when a
steal by sophomore Michele
Brtls.seatH~pped of a scoi:_ing

runin which sophomore Julie
Donlon sunk two 3-pointers,
junior Deb Dorsch scored four
points, and junior Shelley Fitz
added a hoop. For the first five
minutes, Hartford was ice cold
as they managed to score ~rnly
one point, and the score was 161.

nevertheless wary of what could
happen if they did not raise their
level of -intensity.
The teams pretty much traded
baskets for the next 12 minutes,
and freshman Sue Ryan ended
the 'Cats scoring ~ nd the game
with a basket to make the final
score 83-59.
The Wildcats' high scorer and
rebounder was Kinney, with 27
and 10 rebounds. Dorsch added
an 18 points, and Fitz contributed 10 points. Reynolds scored
a career high seven points.
Sanborn was pleased with the
whole team's performance, and
said the offense was, "the best
we've had in a long time." Their
goal now is to finish in the top
four of the conference. Presently, this appears to be a lock, as
the 'Cats now stand in second
place and have just three more
conference games to play.
·
This Saturday at 11 a.m. there
will be an alumni game at
Lundholm Gym, followed by the
'Cats last scheduled home game,
a 2 p.m. conference match up

At 10:50, and with the score
26-11, when Kinney stole the
ball, went up for a lay-up and
was knocked down by Hartford's
Patrice Ward. In pain, she went
to the line and missed both her
shots. (She normally .averages
74% from the line.) However,
she showed her stre~gth and
character by bouncrng back
immediately and agafo leading
the team. The 'Cats kept on
pounding Hartford and went
into the half leading 46-22.
The second half opened with
New Hampshire scoring four
quick points, but Hartford
opened up their inside game and
went an 8-2 run. New Hampshire to call a time out at 14:·24
wi.rh a sa.fo 52 -, 32 , lead h':1~ ""- agai11s~Bl'OOklynCollege/ • .~..
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Sports
M cC ur dy su sp en ds te am af te r lo ss
By Heather Grant and Brian
Brady
The UNH women 's hockey
team suffere d its fifth loss of
the season 2-0 to the Providence
Lady Friars in Rhode Island
Wedne sday night, but, more
importa ntly, Head Coach Russ
McCur dy has suspen ded the
entire women 's hockey team
indefi nately due to what
McCur dy calls, "poor performance and lack of readine ss to
play on the road," agains t
Providence.
McCur dy hinted that he
might lift the suspens ion today,
but has not yet decided. McCurdy
said he will decide the fate of
the season, "depen ding on my
vibrati ons." Althou gh highly
unlikel y, the entire·season for
the UNH women'.s hockey team
could be over.
McCurdy feels his team has
become complacent on the road
due to all the support they have
been receiving recently at home.
"J think I have l?Ot to send them
a me~sa~ et said a bitterly dis-appoint ed McCurdy.
McCur dy said the team was
"quite shocke d" when he announced the suspension at practice yesterday, but said, "I have
done it before and I will probably do it again."
With theECA CHock eyTour namen t in two weeks, any
length suspen sion could have
an effect on their perform ance
in the tourney:
Senior captain Shelly DiFron zo said the team, "was not
mental ly ready" for the Providence game and she believe d
McCurdy was right)in suspending the team.
"I am not sure how to handle
it," DiFron zo said. "I think he
is embarr assed with the way we
played. I talked with anothe r
girl on the team and she was
very hurt by the way we played."
Sophm ore goalten der Gina

Grassi said, "We weren't skating
togeth er, and we were not
pumped as we have been in the
past.
I know he knows what he is
doing," sai1 Grassi. "Just look
at his record. As far as the
suspens ion goes, he is definately
serious . We just don't know
what to do."
The UNH team bowed to
Providence 1-0 at home in their
third game of the season, and
then lost to P.C. again 4-3 in
overtim e at the Concordia Tournamen t. Their most re~ent
disappo intmen t was in a 4-2 loss
to the Lady Friars at the Northeaste rn Tourna ment two
weeks ago.
"We outsho ot them every
time, but that makes no difference," said Head Coach Russ
McCur dy, "They are good. I
won't try to take anythin g away
from them. It was our worst
effort of the season. I'm very
,
disappointed."
McCurdy also mentio ned the
fact that his team has not been
one hundre d percen t healthy
and lately has been a little bit
under the weathe r. Now that
the regular season is over for
his team, McCurdy hopes that
they will have time to recover
and have some good practic es
before the ECAC Tourna ment.
Their record stands at 16-5.
"I just hope we haven' t become a 'home team'. The girls
were blazing at home last week,"
added McCurdy, "It's going to
be a team effort if we're ever
going to beat Providence."
· If the suspension is lifted the
Lady 'Cats will play their Alumni Game this Saturday and will
then face a women 's team from
Moncton·, Canada in two scrimmages the 26th and 27th. It
should be good practic e for
UNH as Moncto n has already
defeate d Provide nce earlier in
the season.
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Russ McCur dy suspen ded
After his team's lackad aisical 2-0 road loss to Provid ence, Coach
_all his players indefin itely. (Hank Ellsmo re photo)
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Sn iv el y be hi nd 1n tim e
By Glenn Sabelewski
Snively Arena is the home
of two first-ra te hockey teams.
The men's team is steeped with
a winnin g traditio n that appears
to be returni ng with the Wildcats' recent success. The women's team has been nothin g
short of domin ant over the
years. Unfortu nately, these two
first class program s do not have
a top notch arena.
The 24-year old Snively has
been called one of the worst
a~enas in the east and with great

includi ng new rink boards,
Legendary "Lively" Snively Arena is in need of major renovations
new shingles for the roof and new stands. (Mike Parnham photo)
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justification. The list of Snively' s
proble ms reads like War and
Peace.
"The rink boards need replacement. They are the original
boards from outside the rink,"
accordi ng to Mike O'Neil, the
head of athletic s. "The roof at
Snively needs to be repaire d,
it leaks. The outside shingle s
on the arena need replacement. ·
The bleach ers at Snively also
need renovation, and that would
cost approx iamate ly $50,000 .
We need additional locker room
space. We have one of the
poores t locker room facilitie s
for visitin g teams. There is
almost no office space for the .
coache s, only very small cubicles."
The inferio r conditi ons at
Snivley are detrim ental to the
hockey progra m beyond the
obvious surface effects. Far from
the least of the problem s is the
difficulties Snively's reputat ion
causes for recruiting.
"We cannot sell Snively Arena as a plus," said men's hockey
Coach Bob Kullen, "There is no
comparison between this (Snive1y) and Boston College , Northeaste rn, Providence, etc. They
are all nicer, more moder n
facilities."
Snively is not without at least
one positiv e point. "Our ice
surface is better than anybody's
ice surface," according to Kullen.
"It is bigger and the people do
a good job of taking care of it."
It is not exactly the ideal
situatio n when the best thing
you can say about your arena is
that it has a good ice surface .
As they have in the past, The
Friend s of UNH Hockey are
doing all they can to help. In
recent years this very dedicated

organiz ation has replace d the
scoreboards with more modern
one, and the cyclone fence that
once went around the rink
boards with the curren t glass
panels. These are just two of
many project s they have conducted.
The University has also been
involved with some coordinated
project s with the Friends. The
results have include d major
renovat ions in the locker room
as well as a new sound system.
What is in the works for
Snivley 's presen t needs? Ac- ·
cording to long-tim e Friend of
UNH Hockey Bob Housto n, the
.first priorit y is replaci ng the
rink boards. "We will be sending
out a special letter to everybody
who is a Friend or who has been
a Friend pointin g out that we
have got to replace the boards,"
Housto n said. This is in addition
to the many fund-raising efforts
consta ntly being run by The
Friends.
The Friend s have already
pledge d $15 ,QOO toward s the
$125,000 that will be needed to
replace the ancien t boards .
O'Neil and acting Men's Athletic Direct or Jere Chase also
intend to provide some assistance in this effort.
There appear s to be many
people willing to help. A shortage of effort i~ not the problem.
"The big problem , like everything else on this campu s, is
money," O'Neil said. The recent
budget cut will not help matters
either.
Neverth eless, allowing Snivley to gradua lly deterio rate is
not the answer . That will only
make things worse and costs
larger in the long run.
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Women's hoop wins,

Men's hockey falls

